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Governing Body 
 

Thursday, 23 March 2017 
10.00am – 12 Noon (Public) 

The Clervaux Exchange, Conference & Business Centre,  
Clervaux Terrace, South Shields, NE32 5UP 

AGENDA 
 

ITEM TIME TITLE 
 

LEAD 

2016/120 10:00 
Welcome and introductions 

Matthew 
Walmsley 

Verbal  
 Apologies for absence 

Declarations of Interest 

2016/121 10:05 
Draft Minutes: 26 January 2017  
• Matters arising 
• Action Log 

Matthew 
Walmsley 

Enclosure 1 
 
Enclosure 2 

  Question Time   

2016/122 10:10 

Members of the public may raise 
questions that relate to items on the 
agenda.  The Chair’s discretion is final 
on the matters discussed and 
timescale. 

Matthew 
Walmsley 

Verbal ` 
 

2016/123 10.15 Chief Executive’s Information David Hambleton Verbal 
 Quality   

2016/124 10:25 Key Assurance and Risk Report from 
Quality and Patient Safety Committee 

Jeanette Scott-
Thomas 

Enclosure 3 
 

 Performance  

2016/125 10:30 Performance Report Christine Briggs Enclosure 4 

 Finance   

2016/126 10:35 Finance Monitoring Report Kate Hudson Enclosure 5 
2016/127 10.40 Review of Audit Committee Work Plan Kate Hudson Enclosure 6 

2016/128 10.45 Annual Review of Financial Scheme of 
Delegation Kate Hudson Enclosure 7 

2016/129 10.55 Draft Annual Budget 2017/18 Kate Hudson Enclosure 8 

 Commissioning Business  

2016/130 11:15 Planning and Commissioning 
Deliverables 2017/18 Christine Briggs Enclosure 9 

2016/131 11.25 Primary Care Commissioning: 
Delegation Agreement Christine Briggs Enclosure 10 
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 Partnerships  

2016/132 11.35 Public Health and Health and Wellbeing Amanda Healy Verbal 

 Sub-committee Minutes  
2016/133 

11.45 

Executive Committee Matthew 
Walmsley Enclosure 11 

2016/134 Quality and Patient Safety Committee Matthew 
Walmsley Enclosure 12 

2016/135 Audit and Risk Committee Matthew 
Walmsley Enclosure 13 

2016/136 External Audit Procurement - Outcome Matthew 
Walmsley Enclosure 14 

  OTHER BUSINESS   

2016/137 11.50 Governing Body Draft Cycle of 
Business 2017/18 

Matthew 
Walmsley 

Enclosure 15 

2016/138 11.55 Any Other Business [AOB] Matthew 
Walmsley Verbal  

Close 

Date and time of next meeting 
Thursday, 25 May 2017 
9.00am – 12 Noon,  
Living Waters 
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Governing Body (PUBLIC) 
 

26 January 2017 
10:00am – 12 Noon 

Living Waters Church, Alice Street, South Shields 
 
 

Present: 
Dr Matthew Walmsley  Chair, STCCG      MW 
Christine Briggs   Deputy Chief Executive/Director of Operations CB 
    STCCG 
Stephen Clark   Lay Member (Deputy Chair), STCCG   SC 
Jeff Gosling    Lay Member (Public and Patient 

Involvement), STCCG     JG 
Dr David Hambleton  Chief Executive, STCCG     DH 
Amanda Healy   Director of Public Health, STC    AH 
Kate Hudson   Chief Finance Officer, STCCG    KHu 
Paul Morgan    Lay Member, STCCG     PM 
Dr Vis-Nathan   GP Governing Body Member, STCCG   VN 
Helen Ruffell   Operations Manager, STCCG    HR 
Jeanette Scott Thomas  Director of Nursing, Quality & Safety, STCCG  JST 
 
In Attendance: 
Keith Haynes   Governance Lead      KHa 
Andy Sutton    Governance Officer, NECS    AS 
 
Apologies 
Dr Tarquin Cross   Secondary Care Consultant, STCCG   TC 
John Pearce   Corporate Director Childcare,   JP 
    Adult and Health, STC 
 
2016/102a Welcome and Introductions 
            Members were welcomed to the meeting and introductions made.              
 
2016/102b Apologies for Absence 
  Apologies as noted above. 
 
2016/102c Declarations of Interest 
 Dr Matthew Walmsley and Dr Vis-Nathan declared interests in relation 

to their positions as partners in GP practices in South Tyneside within 
the primary health care sector.  The governing body resolved that as 
item 2016/110 [Primary Care Commissioning and implementation of 
the GP Forward View] did not involve the allocation of funds that they 
should remain in the meeting and be involved in the consideration of 
the item. 

 
2016/103a Draft Minutes from the 24 November 2016 meeting (Enclosure 1) 

Agenda item 2016/121 
 

Enclosure 01 
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Resolved:  that the minutes of the 24 November 2016 meeting be 

approved. 
 
 

2016/103b Matters Arising 
i) Minute 2016/86: Financial Monitor Report 

The Financial Sustainability Executive Group (which would have a 
direct reporting relationship to the Audit and Risk Committee) had 
been formally established and was now in operation.  

ii) Minute 2016/95: Standards of Business Conduct and Conflicts 
of Interest Policy  
In response to recently revised statutory guidance on the 
management of conflicts of interest, appropriate steps had been 
taken to ensure the associated compliance of the CCG’s policies 
and working practices.   

 
2016/103c Action Log (Enclosure 2) 

Minute 2016/80: Acute Hub 
There had not yet been an opportunity for the executive bodies of 
STCCG and STFT to meet to consider the operation of the Acute Hub.  
It was anticipated that there would be an opportunity to address this at 
the next STCCG-STFT Executive:Executive meeting.  

 
2016/104 Question Time 

Questions were asked by members of the public present at the meeting 
on a range of issues: 
i) Acute Hub 

In response to a question concerning the STFT Acute Hub it was 
outlined that while the facility is up and running, commissioners 
continue to work with the provider on the further development of 
the service model   

ii) Sustainability and Transformation Plan (STP) 
In response to a question concerning the STP, it was reported that 
formal responsibility for approval of the STP was unclear.  While 
STPs were developed on a joint basis by the NHS working closely 
with local councils, there was at this stage no further information 
available around a formal approvals process.   

 
2016/105 Chief Executive’s Information Report (Verbal) 

The CCG Chief Executive provided a report on a range of issues 
related to the operation of the CCG and the wider health environment: 
i) Sustainability and Transformation Plan 

Momentum nationally was building for changes to be implemented 
arising from STPs.  This included a drive for joint action in some 
aspects of the plan, e.g. at scale prevention work across the 
Northumberland Tyne and Wear footprint, and across local 
council/NHS boundaries. 

ii) Clinical Service Review (CSRs) 
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CSRs were initially being undertaken in four areas: Stroke, 
Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Paediatrics with other clinical 
services to follow.  Subject to appropriate sign-off of pre-
consultation business cases, public consultations would begin in 
spring 2017 for Stroke, O&G and Paediatrics. 

iii) Accident and Emergency Pressures 
Pressure to meet the 95% target for 4-hour A & E waiting times 
had continued.  While STFT had fallen short of this - due to winter 
pressures in common across the country - over the Christmas 
2016 and New Year 2017 period, issues including delays in the 
discharge of some patients from  hospital back home or into the 
community, an issue that was being addressed at a local and 
national level.   

 
Resolved:   
That the report of the CCG’s Chief Executive’s be noted. 

 
QUALITY 

 
2016/106 Key Assurance and Risk Report from Quality and Patient Safety 

Committee (QPSC) (Enclosure 3) 
The Governing Body received a report from the QPSC that provided an 
assurance that safe and effective services were being commissioned 
and that where primary areas of concern or risk had been identified, 
that robust actions had been undertaken to provide the required 
assurance. 
 
A number of key areas were highlighted: 

 Patient Stories  
The committee continued to receive at each of its meetings a 
recollection from a patient or carer of their experience of treatment 
by health and care services.  On this occasion, two stories were 
received, both of which related to discharge issues. 

 CQUIN 2016/17 
Agreement for the 2016/17 CQUIN schedule had been delayed 
until Q2.  Achievement had been monitored against draft 
indicators and in some instances supplementary information had 
been requested. To provide the CCG with assurance that the 
CQUIN scheme was robust, the CCG’s Executive Nurse would 
provide a supporting analysis to the committee.   

 Quality Reports 
The committee considered, for assurance purposes the quality 
element from the Integrated Quality, Performance and Finance 
Report, and the Quarterly Quality Report that focused on NE 
Ambulance Service.  City Hospitals Sunderland had been 
triggered as an outlier for the Hospital Standardised Mortality 
Ratio (HSMR) and had received a Dr Foster Alert for Intestinal 
obstruction without hernia, and members noted that focus would 
continue in this area.  

 Quality in Care Homes 
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One care home had been served a default notice by the local 
authority and continues to be closely monitored to ensure that 
required improvements were carried out.  Another care home was 
restricted in the type of residents it was able to receive.  The 
committee acknowledged as a potential risk the current under-
capacity of particular types of care homes in South Tyneside, with 
only five care agencies in operation. 

 Safeguarding Highlight Report 
Following the appointment of a Designated Nurse for 
Safeguarding Adults, the associated risk had been removed from 
the CCG risk register.  The implementation date for the Integrated 
Front Door at Children’s Services had been deferred to 16 
November 2016. The Safeguarding Annual Report 2015/16 was 
received. 

 Continuing Healthcare Update (CHC) 
It was anticipated that as a result of resource issues, performance 
against the 28-day target for cases to be assessed had 
deteriorated in August and September 2016.  

 Quality in Primary Care 
Progress was reported on a range of issues including the local 
primary care quality dashboard, quality on access as part of the 
Better Outcomes Scheme and the implementation of the NHS 
England quality assurance framework.  In addition it was noted 
that three South Tyneside GP practices had received a ‘requires 
improvement’ rating from  the Care Quality Commission, of which 
one had subsequently been re-assessed and rated ‘good’, and 
two had implemented improvement plans. Members were 
additionally pleased to note that one practice had been rated as 
outstanding. 

 Quality Surveillance Group 
A single item meeting of QSG was to be held to consider specific 
quality issues.  In addition, a new Chair had been appointed from 
Health Watch to the local QSG.  

 Integrated Community Teams  
Positive feedback had been received about the operation of the 
Hebburn integrated community team, the first to be established in 
South Tyneside in November 2014.  Four further teams had 
commenced operation in May 2016.  Further developments were 
noted to be underway around the unplanned and out of hours 
aspects of community health and social care.  .     

 STFT Mortality Review process:  
While a review of STFT’s mortality processes had provided 
assurance, a gap had been identified in feedback to primary care, 
particularly in cases of patient death within a short period of time 
following admission. It had been suggested that shared learning 
with GP practices could improve this position; the CCG was to 
facilitate a trial with a cohort of volunteer GP practices. 

 STFT Update 
A presentation was made on a range of key issues including: 
structural change within the Trust; the restructure of the quality 
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impact assessment (QIA) and the improvement plan for 
safeguarding, which was to be shared with the CCG. 

 Governance 
The committee: 
- considered updated CCG policies relating to the Mental 

Capacity Act (MCA), Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards (DOLS) 
and DOLS in a Domestic Setting. 

- agreed changes to the CCG Serious Incident Management 
policy (in line with national guidance and best practice); 

- received the minutes of sub-committees for information. 
 
In discussion it was noted that there was a perceived shortage in 
domiciliary home care provision due to market forces issues. . 
However, with an ageing population, going forward, there would be a 
need for a growth in provision and work was noted to be underway 
within the Council commissioning function to this effect. . In purely 
financial terms this represents a manifest challenge taking budgetary 
constraints into account.  
 
Resolved:   
That the Key Assurance and Risk report from QPSC be noted. 
 
PERFORMANCE 
 

2016/107 Performance Report (Enclosure 4) 
The Governing Body received a summary report on the performance of 
the CCG against national NHS constitution indicators, CCG outcome 
indicators and the CCG quality premium. The report incorporated 
threshold, actual and year-to-date performance and an indication of 
risk to the year-end based on a red/amber/green RAG rating.  Attention 
was drawn to a number of issues by exception: 
i) There had been two breaches in the standard 52-week referral to 

treatment (RTT) waiting time; 
ii) STFT had not achieved the national 4-hour waiting standard for 

A&E patients; in November 2016 against the 95% threshold, 92.6% 
of patients had been seen within 4-hours. It was anticipated that the 
% being seen within the 4-hour limit would further decrease in the 
2016/17 busy winter period; 

iii) Against a threshold target of 90%, only 40% of patients referred had 
NHS cancer screening had been seen though the overall numbers 
in the cohort were noted to be very low.  Route Cause Analyses 
were to be undertaken by the Cancer Locality Group; 

iv) While the NHS generally operates a zero tolerance policy to MRSA, 
unfortunately there had been one incidence of a patient acquiring 
MRSA in the community. 

 
In discussion it was acknowledged that with a view to improving the 
general well-being of the population and to reduce the number of 
people reporting to their GP surgery or A & E for treatment, renewed 
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efforts were to be made to improve take-up rates for the Flu vaccine 
and other preventative measures. 
 
Resolved:   
That the performance report be noted. 
 

2016/108 Finance Monitoring Report (Enclosure 5) 
The Governing Body received a report that summarised both the 
financial position of the CCG in the nine-month period to 31 December 
2016 and primary care co-commissioned budgets, and also an 
assurance on delivery against key financial performance targets.   
 
The CCG remained on course to achieve its 1% forecast year-end 
surplus of £2.5m (with an associated delivery risk of £1m).  To achieve 
this, all reserves and contingencies would be released.  
 
A number of performance issues were highlighted, alongside related 
management actions:   
i) since end-November 2016 there had been a slight increase in 

overspend, largely attributable to Newcastle FT and CHS.  In both 
cases related work was being undertaken to identify the root cause; 

ii) the underspend on community from end-November 2016 had 
decreased.  This occurred as a result of the reporting of an 
overspending service being moved from acute to community; 

iii) The forecast overspend in prescribing had declined from end-month 
8, largely due to a reduction in actual costs provided for October 
2016, a direct consequence of a national adjustment to the 
pharmacy reimbursement for category M drugs;   

iv) Other corporate costs had increased by £66k, mostly due to a 
revised forecast for exceptions and prior approvals (IFR’s). 

 
The CCG had established a Financial Sustainability Executive Group 
(FSEG) that would receive assurance around the delivery of CCG 
financial sustainability.  The FSEG would report to the Audit and Risk 
Committee on a quarterly basis.   
 
Resolved:   
That the financial monitoring report be noted. 
 
COMMISSIONING BUSINESS 
 

2016/109 Planning and Prioritising for 2017/18 and 2018/19 (Enclosure 6) 
The Governing Body received a report that provided an overview of the 
CCG’s areas of focus and priority for the next two years as had been 
submitted to NHS England on 23 December 2016. 

 

The report articulated linkage between the local operational plan 
(including the Local Health Economy (LHE) footprint) and the 
Sustainability and Transformation Plan (STP) with a direct line of sight 
between regional areas of focus and planned local initiatives. Also 
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provided was an overview of intended reform schemes alongside a 
summary of risks to delivery. 
 
The planning process was conducted in a complex environment, 
including: 
- the Northumberland, Tyne & Wear and North Durham (NTWND) 

STP. 
- the NHS Five-Year Forward View. 
- New models of care proposed by the Five-Year Forward View with 

South Tyneside’s community model being noted to incorporate the 
key features of a Multispecialty Community Provider (MCPs) model.  

- the emerging ‘Local Health Economy’ of South Tyneside, 
Sunderland and North Durham, which had been identified during 
the STP process. 

- 2017/18 and 2018/19 Planning guidance, which required the CCG 
to demonstrate, within its Operational Plans how, at a local level it 
would contribute to the regional delivery of the STP.  

- The local Path to Excellent work involving STFT and CHS. 
- The CCG’s own aims, objectives and strategies including the 

Primary Care Strategy. 
 

The CCG was to implement a programme of work that was consistent 
with these overarching planning drivers.  To provide assurance to both 
the planning process and to the works programme, each work area 
would be assigned an associated value for money component that 
would be reviewed by the Financial Sustainability Programme Board 
(which in turn would report to the FSEG and ultimately to the Audit and 
Risk Committee). 

 

Multi-Specialty Provider Model (MCP) 
The planned programme of works in relation to integration was noted to 
have been boosted. Current developmental work in South Tyneside to 
integrate health and social care community services, working closely 
with primary care services, drew very close parallels to an MCP model, 
and following sharing and learning work with the Sunderland Vanguard 
Programme, South Tyneside had been awarded £400k from NHE 
England, non-recurrently.  This funding would be directed via the 
Sunderland Vanguard Programme to STCCG, and needs to be spent 
by the end of 2016/17.  This would enable the integration programme 
to be undertaken at a greater pace and in some cases to test new 
ways of working.   

 

Trajectory Obligations 
As an integral part of the planning process it was incumbent on the 
CCG to submit performance trajectories, include constitutional 
indicators around waiting times, access rates and some new indicators 
for mental health for adults, children and young people. Profiling had 
been carried out to ensure that the CCG would meet the threshold for 
each indicator. In addition, the CCG would be required by late 
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January/February 2017 to submit trajectories for its quality premium 
and also select RightCare and Mental Health indicators. 
 

New Initiatives 
Reflecting the CCG’s wish to remain at the forefront of provision and 
delivery a number of new mandated national indicators were being 
implemented this year, including:   

 Extended access (evening and weekends) at GP services 

 E-Referral Coverage 

 Children waiting more than 18 Weeks for a Wheelchair 

 Personal Health Budgets coverage 

 Waiting Times for Routine and Urgent Referrals to Children and 
Young Peoples Eating Disorder Services 

 Improve Access Rate to Children and Young Peoples Mental Health 

 Early Intervention Psychosis rates 

 Additional IAPT indicators   
 
Risk 
The report referenced the comprehensive risk analysis associated with 
the delivery of the programme which was, in high level presented to the 
governing body.  
 
Better Care Fund  
For both 2017/18 and 2018/19 it would be necessary to refresh the 
pooled budget arrangements for the Better Care Fund in accordance 
with national and local requirements and it was anticipated that the final 
plan would need to be submitted in March 2017 and a section 75 
agreement signed off by June 2017. 
 
Resolved:   
That the planning exercise undertaken by the CCG Executive, its 
proposed delivery programme and arrangements to ensure 
compliance with trajectory and other obligations in the next two-
year period be noted. 

 
2016/110 Primary Care Commissioning and implementation of the GP 

Forward View (GPFV) in South Tyneside (Enclosure 7) 
The governing body received a two-part update report on primary care 
commissioning and the implementation of the GPFV. 
 
Level 3 Commissioning Status 
STCCG had been successful in its application to progress to level 3 
commissioning status for primary medical services and as a 
consequence would assume full delegated authority from 01 April 
2017. The CCG’s associated plan for moving to level 3 status 
corresponded with timelines set out nationally by NHS England. 
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It was noted that delegated responsibility for primary medical services 
would provide the CCG with a number of benefits and opportunities, 
including:  
• improved coordinated development and implementation of the 

CCG’s general practice and out of hospital strategy; 
• a coordinated performance monitoring system to support the 

evidence base for service improvement; 
• the delivery of targeted, evidence-based interventions that improve 

patients’ quality of life, patient outcomes and reduces demand for 
hospital services. 

 
In financial terms the move to full delegated authority for the 
commissioning of primary medical services would entail relevant 
budget transfer from NHS England to the CCG, the process and 
implications of which were in process.   
 
Implementation of the General Practice Forward View (GPFV) in South 
Tyneside 
The report outlined how the CCG intended to implement the GPFV 
locally, the financial commitments required to support general practice 
to improve patient care and access, and investments in new ways of 
providing primary care. The CCG’s local operational plan to implement 
the GPFV was compliant with relevant national guidance, referenced 
the need for a changed landscape and identified the GPFV and local 
plans as the vehicle to transform out of hospital care and deliver 
services in different ways. The CCG’s GPFV incorporated five key 
workstreams: 
 
1. Delivery of Primary Care at Scale 
2. Reducing Variation 
3. Changing the Focus of Primary Care 
4. Improving Access to Primary Care 
5. Workforce Planning 
 
In discussion it was hoped that the move to Level 3 commissioning and 
the implementation of the GPFV would not have an adverse effect on 
the current positive dynamic enjoyed by the CCG and GPs.  While the 
CCG was aware of this potential risk, its aim was to approach the new 
arrangement from the perspective of being in a position to provide 
enhanced support, guidance and focus to the primary care sector.   
 
Resolved:   
That the report updating the governing body on the move to level 
3 commissioning and the implementation of the GPFV be noted. 

 
GOVERNANCE 
 

2016/111 Risk Management Report (Enclosure 8) 
The Governing Body received the CCG’s Risk Management Report for 
the period 9 September 2016 – 13 January 2017, which provided an 
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update for assurance purposes. The report listed all risks on the CCG’s 
corporate risk register, the number of risks having reduced by 2 from 
24 to 22 in the intervening period. 
 
In discussion the position of ‘Extreme’ (red) risks on the register was 
questioned in terms of the residual rating remaining as Extreme, 
despite mitigating actions and controls being in place.  There was a 
view that risks with a residual Extreme rating should essentially relate 
to potentially catastrophic issues and the ratings of some of the risks 
on the register were therefore drawn into question. 
 
Extreme risks were noted in relation to Risk 244 ‘Patients contracting 
MRSA’, whereby the CCG had provisionally incurred 1 case of MRSA 
and would therefore have breached its zero tolerance target.  .  .  
 
Also, the position of two further and inter-related long-standing risks on 
the register, Risk 1649 ‘Ensuring the commissioning and delivery of 
quality and safe services including Meeting Our Safeguarding 
responsibilities’ and Risk 510 ‘The commissioning and delivery of 
quality & safe services including Meeting Our Safeguarding 
responsibilities’ was considered.   It was agreed that these risks would 
be further discussed at the Audit and Risk Committee with the relevant 
lead Director being invited to attend. 
 
Resolved:   
That the risk management report, the risk register and its integral 
risks and mitigating actions be noted with discussion to follow at 
the Audit and Risk Committee regarding consistency of risk rating 
across the directorate. 

 
2016/112 Communications and Engagement Strategy Review (Enclosure 9) 

The Governing Body considered the CCG’s Communications and 
Engagement Strategy, which had had been refreshed for 2016-2018,  
with changes made in five areas: Gunning Principles; NHS 
Constitution; NHS Mandate; Transforming Participation and 
Empowering communities and in strategy appendices.  
 
In relation to equality and diversity outreach activities it was 
acknowledged that while this remained an area of challenge, a range of 
actions, referenced in the ‘Patient, carer and public engagement, 
innovation action plan’ [Appendix A to the strategy] were in place 
including attendance at meetings of and work with STREF and 
HealthNet. 

 
Resolved:   
That the updated Communications and Engagement Strategy for 
2016-2018 be noted. 

 
2016/113 Governing Body Assurance Framework (Enclosure 10) 
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The Governing Body considered the revised CCG Assurance 
Framework for 2017/18, originally agreed by the governing body at its 
meeting of 16 September 2017. 
 
The Assurance framework was being amended at this stage to take 
into consideration proposals made by the CCG’s internal auditors 
including:  
-  clarification of the precise risks to delivery for some principal 

strategic objectives; 
-  clarification of the forms of independent assurance particularly 

referencing the 2016/17 internal audit plan; 
-  inclusion of a risk rating for the inherent/original and residual after 

application of the assurance and controls. [Consequently, it would 
be possible going forward to assess the impact of the controls and 
assurance, and any subsequent mitigating actions that are taken]; 

-  further referencing, where possible, to the CCG’s Risk Register. 
 

Resolved:   
i) That the revised CCG Assurance Framework for 2017/18 be 

approved; 
ii) That it be noted that the Assurance Framework would be 

further revised throughout the year as and when further risks, 
controls and assurance arose. 

 
2016/114 Constitutional Amendments (Enclosure 11) 

The Governing Body considered proposals for the amendment of the 
CCG’s constitution, which are incumbent on the CCG in its move to 
delegated commissioning of primary medical services.  The 
amendments would require the explicit approval of the Council of 
Practices and, subject to the agreement of the Governing Body would 
be submitted to its meeting of 16 February 2017  
 
Also considered were proposed terms of reference for the Primary 
Care Commissioning Committee (PCCC).  The terms of reference also 
reflected recent NHS England Conflicts of Interest guidance. 
 
In discussion the position of the Conflicts of Interest Guardian as an 
officer of the PCCC (as Chair or Deputy Chair) was considered.  It was 
suggested that the CoI Guardian should not serve in this respect as, if 
they had prior knowledge of an issue that was later referred to them, 
their position could be compromised.  As a secondary issue this limited 
the pool of members who could serve on the committee and as a 
consequence the PCCC membership would require further 
consideration.  
 
It was also noted that the PCCC was to be established as a formal 
committee of the CCG and was not a sub-committee of the governing 
body. 

 
Resolved:   
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i) That amendments to the CCG’s constitution be referred to the 
Council of Practices for approval; 
ACTION: MW 

ii) That terms of reference for the Primary Care Commissioning 
Committee be approved subject to the above comments. 

 
 
 
 

Sub-committee minutes 
 

Resolved:   
That the minutes of the sub-committees of the governing body be 
approver as follows 

 
2016/115 Council of Practices 15.09.2016 (Enclosure 12) 
 
2016/116 Executive Committee – 30.11.2016 (Enclosure 13) 
 
2016/117 Quality and Patient Safety Committee - 05.10.2016 (Enclosure 14) 
 
2016/118 Audit and Risk Committee – 13.09.2016 (Enclosure 15) 
 
2016/119 Any Other Business 
 

i) Public Health Update 
The governing body received a general update on public health 
issues, including: 

 
- Planning 
- Tobacco 
- Treatment Resistant Drinkers 
- Suicide 

 
There would be opportunities for an at scale/NE approach to 
prevention via STP and other routes.  
 
It was also noted that the refreshed Health and Wellbeing Strategy 
was to be submitted to the next meeting of the governing body, it 
having been endorsed by the Health and Well Being Board. 

 
ii) Questions from the public 

 
Questions were asked by members of the public present at the 
meeting on a range of issues: 
- STP 

While STP engagement activities had been underway within 
their own right during January 2017, it was also noted that 
engagement on the Path to Excellence Clinical Service Review 
process had included information on the STP as overall context. 
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Unfortunately CCG colleagues were not able to report on further 
STP specific engagement or consultation activities at the 
present time due to lack of information.   . 
 

- NEAS 
In response to a question concerning performance data for 
NEAS in terms of ambulance handover delays, the latest 
information for South Tyneside was cited, it being noted that 
South Tyneside hospital does not tend to present issues in 
terms of handover delays. It was noted that detailed 
consideration took place in greater depth on a daily basis within 
the CCG as part of winter sit rep arrangements. 
 

- Publicity 
In response to a question concerning prior notice given to 
members of the public for meetings of the CCG Governing Body 
it was stated that notices were placed in the local press at least 
one week in advance and in addition notifications were posted 
on the CCG’s web site. 

______________________________________________________ 
 
Andy Sutton 
Governance Officer 
South Tyneside CCG 
26.01.2017      

 



Agenda item – 2016/121                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
Enclosure 2                                            GOVERNING BODY COMMITTEE MEETING  
                                                                 PUBLIC ACTION LOG 
 
Date 
Raised  Item Number  

Action Lead  Status  

26.01.2017 2016/114 Constitutional Amendments. 

Update 
At its meeting of 16 February 2017 the Council of Practices 
approved the amendment of the CCG’s constitution.  
Consequence to this action, terms of reference for the Primary 
Care Committee were approved. 

MW Complete 
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 Sensitive: Commercial 
 Official Sensitive: Personal 

MEETING TITLE: GOVERNING BODY – PUBLIC 
MEETING 

DATE: 23 March 2017 

REPORT TITLE: 
KEY ASSURANCES FROM THE 
QUALITY AND PATIENT SAFETY 
COMMITTEE (Q&PSC) 

AGENDA ITEM: 2016/124 
ENCLOSURE: 3 

LEAD DIRECTOR / REPORT SPONSOR: 
 Name/Title: Jeanette Scott-Thomas, Director of Nursing, Quality and Safety 
 South Tyneside Clinical Commissioning Group 
 Tel/E-mail: 0191 2831903  jeanette.thomas1@nhs.net 

REPORT AUTHOR: 
 Name/Title: Michelle Grant, Clinical Quality Manager 
 North of England Commissioning Support Unit  
 Tel/E-mail: 0191 374 2712  michelle.grant@nhs.net 

REPORT SUMMARY / RECOMMENDATIONS: 

The purpose of this précis is to provide assurance to the South Tyneside Clinical 
Commissioning Group Governing Body that safe effective services are being 
commissioned and that where primary areas of concern or risk have been identified that 
robust actions have been taken and appropriate assurance obtained.    
This précis highlights the work undertaken by the Quality and Patient Safety Committee 
(Q&PSC) during December 2016 and January 2017 in ensuring that concerns/ risks have 
been identified and are being managed accordingly. 
 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS / RISKS <Insert details of any identified financial implications and/or other risks> 
EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT (EIA) 
COMPLETED 
 
Following the launch of the revised EIA 
documents on 1 March 2016 EIAs must be 
completed as follows: 
 
An EIA should be undertaken at the start of the 
development for a new proposed service, 
policy or process to assess likely impacts and 
provide further insight as to what will be required 
to implement it effectively.  The EIA form and 
associated documents can be found on the 
CCG’s intranet or through NECS Equality and 
Diversity Team 
 
Has an Equality Impact Assessment been 
completed using the equality impact documents 
ensuring that no persons are adversely affected as 
required by the Equality Act 2010 
(Please check the relevant box by double clicking on the box and 
selecting “checked” under the default value heading – only one 
box should be checked.) 
 

NO YES 
X  

If no please specify the reason why: 
Not applicable 

If yes please attach a copy of the completed 
assessment to the back of your report 

QUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
COMPLETED 
Following the implementation of the STCCG 
Quality Strategy (September 2015) it has been 
agreed that a QIA should be undertaken for a 
new proposed service, policy or process or any 
changes to current services which may have an 
impact on quality or experience 
 
Has a Quality Impact Assessment been completed 
using the quality impact assessment tool ensuring 

NO YES 
X  

If no please specify the reason why: 
Not applicable 

 

If yes please complete the below Quality Impact 
Assessment and submit with your report 

 
 

mailto:jeanette.thomas1@nhs.net
mailto:michelle.grant@nhs.net
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that they have demonstrated the potential quality 
and safety impact? 

PURPOSE OF REPORT: 
For Information For Approval To Note For Decision 

   

RISK REGISTER 
Is the report subject matter included on the CCG 
Risk Register 

NO   If not updated please specify the reason: 
 
This report is a summary of the minutes of the 
QPSC. The Risk Register would be updated by 
owners of actions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

YES  
If yes please confirm the risk register has 
been updated in accordance with the 
content of this report: 
 
Updated  
Not Update  

  SPONSORING LEAD DIRECTOR APPROVAL: 
Has the Lead Director approved the paper (proof of 
approval must be retained for audit purposes) 

YES  
 

NO  
 

Papers without Lead Director approval will 
be withdrawn from the agenda 
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Key Assurances from the Quality and Patient Safety Committee 

 
The purpose of this summary is to provide assurance to the South Tyneside Clinical 
Commissioning Group Governing Body that safe effective services are being commissioned 
and that where primary areas of concern or risk have been identified that robust actions have 
been taken and appropriate assurance obtained.    
 
This summary highlights the work undertaken by the Quality and Patient Safety Committee 
(Q&PSC) during December 2016 and January 2017 in ensuring that concerns/ risks have 
been identified and are being managed accordingly.  
 
Patient Stories: At the December meeting a patient with bipolar disorder attended the 
meeting to recount their recent experiences in seeking medical advice and treatment. A 
number of recommendations were made by the committee relating to the patient’s treatment in 
primary care. 
Action: The patient’s GP practice to be advised of the recommendations made by the 
committee.  
Action: That patient’s story is to be shared with all practice managers at their next group 
meeting, with feedback being reported to the next formal meeting of QPSC. 
Action: HR to maintain contact with the patient to seek their view on the experience of 
attending the QPSC and to determine if any support was available to the patient on their role 
as their son’s carer. 
 
At the January meeting, a gentleman shared his experience of caring for his wife at home 
when she sadly died as a result of dementia. His experience was very positive, and he was 
very complimentary about the support and advice he received that enabled him to provide end 
of life care for his wife in their home.  
Action: STCCG Operations Manager to investigate which third sector providers are 
commissioned by the CCG and how the CCG liaises with this group of providers.  
 
CQUIN Review 2016/17 for Quarter 2 Report: report received and no actions noted. 
 
Quality Reports 
The committee received the quality element from the Integrated Quality, Performance and 
Finance Report, and the Quarterly Quality Reports focused on Acute and Community Services 
and North East Ambulance Service, for assurance and information. 
 
Quality in Care Homes 
Issue: Strong concern was expressed at the ability of Haven Court to be the contingency for 
any winter surge requirements due to a voluntary suspension on admissions. 
Action: The Winter Operations Group was to be requested to review the availability of 
community based beds going forward.  
 
Quality in Primary Care: report received and no actions noted. 
 
Quality and Safety Risk Management Report: received and no actions noted. 
 
Safeguarding Highlight Report: The committee noted that following the CQC’s 07.09.2016 
inspection of STFT, the Trust have been issued with a ‘Section 29A Warning Notice’ requiring 
significant improvement to be made in the safeguarding of children services.  Remedial action 
is to be undertaken in advance of a planned CQC ‘deep dive’ visit in January 2017. 
 
A Cry for Help’ Summary Report: received and no actions noted. 
 
Quality Surveillance Group: Verbal feedback was provided including two issues, both of 
which related to STFT. Mortality rate issues were discussed and the CCG is aware of 
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associated mitigating factors, and the impending revisit to the Trust by the CQC in January 
was also discussed.  
 
Commissioner Assurance Visit Programme: The Committee reviewed the programme 
carried out in 2016 and discussed proposals for the programme for 2017. 
Issue: Lack of assurance received from STFT regarding actions carried out as a result of 
visits. 
Action: A high level end of year summary, triangulated with CQC findings and the outcome of 
peer review programmes to be produced by NECS for presentation at the February CQRG. 
Action: NECS to contact the Trust to gain feedback on the visit process to incorporate into the 
end of year summary report. 
Action: Action Tracker to be appended to the report. 
Issue: Visit programme for 2017. 
Action: The Committee suggested a programme of up to 10 visits per year, across providers 
and a potential programme of visits to be developed by NECS and the Head of Quality and 
Safety, to be agreed at the February meeting. 
 
Governance 
• Updated policies for Safeguarding Adults and Safeguarding Children: received by the 

committee.  
• Updated Mental Capacity Act 205 (MCA) and Deprivation of Liberty in a domestic 

setting (DOLS) Policies: received by the committee 
• Minutes of Sub-Groups received for information 
o HCAI Improvement group  
o STFT CQRG (10.08.2016) 
o CHSFT CQRG (15.09.2016) 
o NTWFT CQRG (25.08.2016) 
o Cancer Locality Committee (25.08.2016) 
o Audit and Risk Committee (07.06.2016)  

 
Copies of the minutes of the formal Q&PSC, held on the 7th December 2016 (Appendix A) and 
the minutes of the informal Q&PSC held on the 5th January 2017 (Appendix B) are attached.  
 
Quality and Patient Safety Committee is asked to: 
 

• To approve the content of the précis for sharing with the CCG Governing Body, therefore 
providing assurance that the QPSC is discharging its responsibility in ensuring that 
residents of South Tyneside CCG receive safe, effective care from CCG commissioned 
services.  
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Introduction: 
 
The following report provides a summary of the performance at CCG level for NHS 
Constitution Indicators, CCG Outcome Indicators and CCG Quality Premium.  
 
This includes a highlight report indicating changes since the last report and dashboards with 
thresholds, actual and year to date performance with a trend line based on the last 4 
available data points. In addition, risk to year end performance is RAG rated.  
 
Where an indicator is identified as being red, additional information is provided describing 
the issue and actions being taken to recover performance. 
 
Highlight Report:  
 
NHS Constitution Indicators:  Changes since last report  

 
8 are rated red 
(1 RTT, 2 A&E targets, 2 
Cancer, 3 Ambulance)  
 
 
 
20 are rated green 

 

Patient waiting >52 weeks 
 
Category A 19 minutes 
 
% of patients receiving subsequent treatment for 
cancer within 31 days – drugs 
 

                                                                                         
% of patients treated within 62-day of referral from an 
NHS cancer screening service  
 
    

  

CCG Outcome Indicators:          

 
8 are rated red                           
(5 Emergency admission 
targets, 2 FFT, 1 HCAI 
targets)  
 

 Number of C Difficile cases 
 

 

 
14 are rated green 

 

Aaron Tucker 
Commissioning Manager 
March 2017 
  

NHS South Tyneside CCG Performance Report 

23rd March 2017 

Agenda Item 2016/125 

Enclosure 4 
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Monthly Year end
Trend risk

assessment
% patients waiting for initial treatment on incomplete pathways within 18 
weeks 92.0% 94.1% 94.1%

Number of patients waiting more than 52 weeks for treatment 0 1 4

Diagnostic waits % patients waiting less than 6 weeks for the 15 diagnostics tests (including 
audiology) Jan-17 1.0% 0.9% 0.9%

% patients spending 4 hrs or less in A&E or minor injury unit 95.0% 86.8% 92.0%

Over 12 hour trolley waits 0 0 0

% patients spending 4 hrs or less in A&E or minor injury unit 95.0% 86.7% 93.2%

Over 12 hour trolley waits 0 0 0

% of patients seen within 2 weeks of an urgent GP referral for suspected 
cancer 93.0% 97.0% 95.7%

% of patients seen within 2 weeks of an urgent referral for breast symptoms 93.0% 97.7% 96.6%

% of patients treated within 31 days of a cancer diagnosis 96.0% 100.0% 98.6%

% of patients receiving subsequent treatment for cancer within 31 days - 
surgery 94.0% 100.0% 98.2%

% of patients receiving subsequent treatment for cancer within 31 days - 
drugs 98.0% 97.1% 98.9%

% of patients receiving subsequent treatment for cancer within 31 days - 
radiotherapy 94.0% 100.0% 98.7%

% of patients treated within 62 days of an urgent GP referral for suspected 
cancer 85.0% 90.6% 87.9%

 % of patients treated within 62-day of referral from an NHS cancer 
screening service 90.0% 100.0% 89.3%

% of patients treated for cancer within 62 days of consultant decision to 
upgrade status N/A 100.0% 91.7%

Category A (Red 1) 8 minute response time 75.0% 79.1% 72.0%

Category A (Red 2) 8 minute response time 75.0% 51.4% 67.2%

Category A 19 minute transportation time 95.0% 87.3% 93.5%

Mixed Sex 
accommodation Mixed Sex accommodation - number of unjustified breaches Jan-17 0 0 0

Care Programme 
Approach

% people followed up within 7 days of discharge from psychiatric in patient 
care Q3 2016/17 95.0% 98.0% 98.73%

6 Week wait IAPT treatment (People Entering Therapy) Oct-16 75% 95.9% 95.9%

18 Week wait IAPT treatment (People Entering Therapy) Oct-16 95% 100.0% 100.0%

6 Week wait IAPT treatment (People Completing Therapy) Oct-16 75% 100.0% 100.0%

18 Week wait IAPT treatment (People Completing Therapy) Oct-16 95% 100.0% 100.0%

Early intervention in psychosis - % with 1st episode treated within 2 weeks Jan-17 50% 100.0% 100.0%

Mental Health

Jan-17

Jan-17

A&E  - South 
Tyneside FT

A&E - City 
Hospitals 

Sunderland

Jan-17

Threshold Actual YTD

NHS South Tyneside CCG Performance Indicators 2016/17 - NHS Constitution

Latest Data 
PeriodIndicators Indicator Description

Referral to 
treatment access 

times

Ambulance

Cancer Waits

Jan-17

NHS Constitution Dashboard: 
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NHS Constitution dashboard - exception report 

Performance 
area 

Current 
position  

Detail  Mitigating actions Director Lead 

RTT – 52 week 
waiters 

52+ week waiter 
reported  

A patient has been recorded in 
November 16 to January 17 for the 
CCG in General Surgery at Kings 
College Hospital. Due to NHSE RTT 
rules this is recorded as 3 breaches. 

• Kings College has been contacted. This patient is a S Tyneside 
resident who has exercised choice to have a procedure carried 
out in London.  There have been a number of complications 
relating to the patient, which have led to dates necessarily being 
re-scheduled. The FT in question has confirmed a RCA is 
undertaken for all long waiting patients once treatment is 
complete. This includes an assessment of harm and oversight of 
these assessments takes place at the CQRG meetings with the 
Trust.  At the time of writing it is understood that the patient has 
been seen or that this is imminent. 
 

Christine Briggs 

A&E 4 hour wait  

South Tyneside 
FT 

 

CCG Mapped 

The Year to Date 
position on this 
target in January 
is 92.0% against 
a threshold of 
95%. 
CCG data 
mapped onto the 
main FTs (93.8% 
patients are 
mapped to 
STFT). 
January mapped 
activity is 92.2% 
against a 
threshold of 95%. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Continued Failure to achieve the 
national 4 hour standard  
 

• Via the A&E Delivery Board, chaired by the CCG Chief 
Executive, there has been a recent focus on Easter resilience 
and a number of schemes are in place in both the community 
and in the hospital to support resilience and flow. 

• These include additional GP surgeries over the holiday period, 
additional staff (health and social care), contingency 
arrangements to support discharge, including packages of care. 

• The urgent care hub will be open as usual over the holiday 
period for those who require GP review. 

• It is worth noting that whilst the information in the dashboard is 
for January, at the time of writing (mid March) the FT’s 
performance has improved with the month to date performance 
being 98.5% with the month of March therefore appearing to be 
on track to achieve 95%.  

 

Christine Briggs 
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NHS Constitution dashboard - exception report 

Performance 
area 

Current 
position  

Detail  Mitigating actions Director Lead 

 
 
 

Cancer   

% of patients 
receiving 
subsequent 
treatment for 
cancer within 31 
days – drugs. 

In January 97.1% 
of patients were 
seen compared 
to a target of 98% 

33 out of 34 patients were seen within 
target. One patient breached. 

• The patient was treated on Day 34. The network is investigating 
which trust was involved (there is an assumption it was S 
Tyneside FT but we are awaiting confirmation.) 
 

Dr Jon Tose  
 
Jeanette Scott 
Thomas (quality/ 
safety aspects) 

Ambulance 
response times 

(Red 2 and 19 
minute) 

 

51.4% against a 
threshold of 75% 
 
87.3% against a 
threshold of 95%  

Response times against specific 
standards 

Note that Red 1 response time has 
improved and turned green this 
month. 

Sunderland CCG is the lead commissioner for NEAS, with STCCG 
acting as an associate to this contract. Sunderland CCG has agreed 
an improvement trajectory with the aim of the 8 minute response time 
standard being achieved in February and March 17.  

NEAS are continuing to work on the following improvement actions   
• Internal reviews to reduce volume of red triaged incidents  
• Ongoing use of third party provision  
• Ongoing pilot of Fire and Rescue Service First Responder 

Scheme  
• Work with the vanguard subgroup to review handover 

processes with a view to agreeing a standardised best practice 
approach across the region 

• Increased recruitment and media campaigns in an attempt to 
reduce demand and increase capacity. 

Dr Mathew 
Beattie, Clinical 
Director of Urgent 
Care and Long 
Term Conditions 
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NHS Outcomes Framework Dashboard: 
 

Threshold date Threshold Latest Data 
Period Actual Risk 

Assessment

Under 75% mortality rate from cardiovascular disease 82.4 66.4

Under 75% mortality rate from respiratory disease 49.0 48.0

Under 75% mortality rate from liver disease 27.2 16.2

Under 75% mortality rate from cancer 165.1 128.2

Emergency admissions for alcohol-related liver disease Dec 2016 ytd 43.1 Dec 2016 ytd 40.1

Health related quality of life for people with LTC TBC Data still to be 
sourced

Proportion of people feeling supported to manage their long term condition 13/14 68.00 14/15 70.1%

Unplanned hospitalisation for chronic ambulatory care sensitive conditions Dec 2016 ytd 909.8 Dec 2016 ytd 1019.3

Unplanned hospitalisation for asthma, diabetes and epilepsy (under 19s) Dec 2016 ytd 299.4 Dec 2016 ytd 357.6

Estimated diagnosis rate for people with dementia Jan-17 72.5% Jan-17 75.1%

Emergency admissions for acute conditions that would not usually require hospital 
admission Dec 2016 ytd 1,368.4 Dec 2016 ytd 1,528.0

Emergency readmissions within 30 days of discharge from hospital Nov 2016 ytd 15.6% Nov 2016 ytd 16.4%

Total health gain assessed from patients i. hip replacements 0.41 0.38

Total health gain assessed from patients  ii.knee replacements 0.29 0.27

Total health gain assessed from patients  iii Groin Hernia 0.08 0.08

Total health gain assessed from patients  iv varicose veins 0.06 0.00

Emergency admissions for children with LRTI Dec 2016 ytd 345.3 Dec 2016 ytd 489.7

Helping people recover from 
episodes of ill health or following 

injury

Preventing people from dying 
prematurely

2011/12

NHS South Tyneside CCG Performance Indicators 2016/17 - Outcomes Framework

Enhancing Quality of life for 
people with LTC

Indicators Indicator Description
NHS South Tyneside CCG

Mar-13

20152012
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Threshold date Threshold Latest Data 
Period Actual Risk 

Assessment

Patient experience of GP OOHs services Jan 16 
publication 73.4% July 16 

publication 71.5%

Satisfaction with the quality of consultation at the GP practice Jan 16 
publication 449.01 July 16 

publication 449.19

Satisfaction with the overall care received at the surgery Jan 16 
publication 89.1% July 16 

publication 88.5%

Satisfaction with accessing primary care Jan 16 
publication 78.0% July 16 

publication 77.0%

Patient experience of hospital care 2013/14 78.9 2014/15 79.8

Friends and family test  Response rate - A&E Jan-17 15.0% Jan-17 5.5%

Friends and family test  Response rate - IP Jan-17 15.0% Jan-17 27.3%

Friends and family test  Response rate - Maternity

Friends and family test  Response rate - GP Jan-17 15.0% Jan-17 0.31%

Friends and family test % recommended - A&E Jan-17 n/a Jan-17 77.3%

Friends and family test  % recommended - IP Jan-17 n/a Jan-17 92.9%

Friends and family test  Score - Maternity

Friends and family test  Score - GP practice Jan-17 n/a Jan-17 89.2%

Increase percentage people with anxiety  disorders and depression who access 
psychological therapies (IAPT) Oct 2016 ytd 8.75% Oct 2016 ytd 10.55%

IAPT Recovery Rate Oct 2016 ytd 50% Oct 2016 ytd 51.47%

Incidence of MRSA Jan 2017 ytd 0 Jan 2017 ytd 2

Incidence of C Diff Jan 2017 ytd 45 Jan 2017 ytd 43

NHS South Tyneside CCG Performance Indicators 2016/17 - Outcomes Framework

Indicators Indicator Description

Treating and caring for people 
and protecting from avoidable 

harm

NHS South Tyneside CCG

Positive Experience of care
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NHS Outcomes Framework Exception Report 

Performance area Current 
position 

Detail Mitigating actions Director 
Lead 

Unplanned 
hospitalisation for 
chronic ambulatory 
care sensitive 
conditions.   

The rate is above 
trajectory 
December ytd. 

This relates to 1,574 admissions compared to 
1,521 admissions for the same period 2015/16. 
Highest reasons for admissions include;  
 

• 604 COPD 
• 143 Angina 
• 159 Diabetes 
• 182 cardiovascular diseases 
• 215 Asthma. 

Relevant programmes of work to reduce over reliance 
on hospital and non-elective admissions, are provided 
via the following initiatives: 
 
• Ambulatory Care Sensitive (ACS) pathway review at 

STFT 
• North East Ambulance Service See and Treat 

Scheme 
• Integrated Health and Social Care community teams  
• Better Outcomes Scheme (GP practices)  
• COPD and CVD account for high numbers of 

avoidable emergency admissions and these 
pathways are being re-engineered, having been 
highlighted for the last 2 years as priority areas for 
focus via NHS Rightcare Programme 

• Health Pathways work which will standardise 
hundreds of pathways and in turn reduce any 
variation in terms of how general practice deals with 
admissions to hospital 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr Mathew 
Beattie, 
Clinical 
Director 

 

Emergency 
admissions for acute 
conditions that 
would not usually 
require hospital 
admission 

The rate is above 
trajectory 
December ytd. 

This relates to 2,368admissions compared to 
2,254 admissions for the same period 2015/16. 
Highest reasons for admissions include; 
 

• 729 Pyelonephritis and kidney/urinary 
infections;  

• 590 vaccine preventable – flu;  
• 339 dehydration and Gastroenteritis;  
• 193 ENT;  
• 270 cellulitis.  

 
Most patients were seen at STFT and CHSFT. 

Emergency 
readmissions within 
30 days of discharge 
from hospital 

The rate in Nov 
was 16.4% 
compared to 
15.6% in the 
same period last 
year. 

2,395 readmissions out of 14,326 year to date.  
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NHS Outcomes Framework Exception Report 

Performance area Current 
position 

Detail Mitigating actions Director 
Lead 

Unplanned 
hospitalisation for 
asthma, diabetes 
and epilepsy (under 
19s) 

The rate is above 
trajectory 
December ytd. 

This relates to 111 admissions compared to 93 
admissions for the same period 2015/16. 

These mainly relate to asthma. 

The new acute paediatric asthma pathway is now live 
on the health pathways system. In addition a non-acute 
paediatric asthma pathway in the process of being 
agreed and uploaded in the near future.  
 
The Path to Excellence Programme which is looking at 
the development of a single clinical operating model 
across South Tyneside and Sunderland includes 
paediatric services in phase 1.  The aim of the clinical 
service review will be to improve services from a quality 
and sustainability perspective so should also contribute 
towards improvements in this indicator set, over time. 
Service improvements will form part of formal consultation 
which is due to commence in May 2017. 

Dr Jim 
Gordon, 
Clinical 
Director 

Emergency 
admissions for 
children with LRTI 

The rate is above 
trajectory 
December ytd. 

This relates to 153 admissions compared to 104 
admissions for the same period 2015/16. 
 
Most patients, 118 in total, were seen at STFT. 

HCAI - MRSA The Year to Date 
position for the 
CCG in January 
is 2 cases. 

The CCG has reported one case of MRSA in 
November and December. 

Regular reports are made to the Quality & Patient Safety  
and any matters for escalation to the Governing Body 
would be covered in the Quality Report from the Director 
of Nursing and Quality.  The HCAI Steering Group 
continues to reivew all confirmed cases of MRSA 
including an RCA and mitigating actions for each case. 
 

 

Jeanette 
Scott 
Thomas 
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This dashboard shows the CCG’s position against the Quality Premium, payment for which is made in 2017/18 in relation to this year’s 
performance. The dashboard gives an indication of the latest data against each measure and an indication of the potential funding available. 
The RAG rating is based on latest available date and is therefore subject to change. The CCG has been asked to select 3 local measures 
alongside the 4 mandated measures. 

CCG Population 149,711
Measure

Title of Measure
% of 

quality 
premium

Value for 
CCG's Threshold for success Latest Data Measure 

Achieved
Eligible QP 

Funding

Reduction in the number of antibiotics prescribed in 
primary care. At or below target of 1.161

Dec 2016              
Part A 1.2    

Reduction in the proportion of broad spectrum 
antibiotics in primary care. At or below target of 10%

Dec 2016                 
Part B 6.4

Cancers diagnosed at early stage 20.0%  £    149,711 
4% improvement diagnosed at stages 1 and 2 in 2016 
compared to 2015 or > 60% of all cancers diagnosed 
at stages 1 and 2 in 2016

2014 51.3%  £       149,711 

Increase in the proportion of GP referrals made by e-
referrals 20.0%  £    149,711 

80% by March 2017  and  a year on year increase in 
the % of referrals made by e-referrals (or achieve 
100% e-referrals), or March 2017 performance to 
exceed March 2016 performance by 20 percentage 
points

80.0% Dec 2016  £       149,711 

Overall experience of making a GP appointment 20.0%  £    149,711 85%  had a good experience, or 3 percentage point 
increase from July 2016 publication

July 2016 publication 
77.0%  £       149,711 

Proportion of Pregnant  Women Smoking at Time of 
Delivery 10.0%  £      74,856 Reduce to 18% by the end of Q4 2016/17 Q2 16/17 20.1%  £         74,856 

% of patients with asthma, on the register, who have had 
an asthma review in the preceding 12 months that includes 
an assessment of asthma control using the 3 RCP 
questions

10.0%  £      74,856 

CCG average in 69.86% of the register currently 
receive an intervention. 280 more patients will receive 
an intervention. This will result in a performance 
improvement is 3.1% giving a CCG average of 
72.93%

Jan 17 ytd 66.0%  £         74,856 

% of patients with COPD who have had a review, 
undertaken by a healthcare professional, including an 
assessment of breathlessness using the Medical Research 
Council dyspnoea scale in the preceding 12 months

10.0%  £      74,856 

CCG average in 80.93% of the register currently 
receive an intervention. 191 more patients will receive 
an intervention. This will result in a performance 
improvement is 3.3% giving a CCG average of 
84.25%

Jan 17 ytd 76.6%  £         74,856 

NHS South Tyneside CCG Quality Premium 2016/17

Lo
ca

l
AchievementValue

Improving antibiotic prescribing in primary and secondary 
care (reduction required across 3 categories) 10.0%

M
an

da
te

d

 £      74,856  £         74,856 

CCG Quality Premium Dashboard: 
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REPORT CLASSIFICATION – please refer to Report 
Classification Guidance and check appropriate box below 

 Official 
 Sensitive: Commercial 
 Official Sensitive: Personal 

MEETING TITLE: GOVERNING BODY MEETING 
(PUBLIC) 

DATE:23.03.17 

REPORT TITLE: 
MONTH 10 FINANCE REPORT  AGENDA ITEM: 2016/126 

ENCLOSURE: 5 

LEAD DIRECTOR / REPORT SPONSOR: 

Kate Hudson 
Chief Finance Officer 
kate.hudson6@nhs.uk 0191 2831904 
 

REPORT AUTHOR: 

Kate Hudson 
Chief Finance Officer 
kate.hudson6@nhs.uk 0191 2831904 
 

REPORT SUMMARY / RECOMMENDATIONS: 

Month 10 Finance Report detailing :- 
Programme and running cost budget performance for the period ended 31st 
January.  Movements in overall allocation detailed in the appendices.  Also 
included is CCG performance on Prompt Payment Practice Code.   
For information, no recommendations.  

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS / RISKS 

All risks identified in the CCG risk register are referenced within the body of 
the report; specifically risk of financial over-performance on programme 
expenditure arising from activity pressures in both acute and community 
settings, prescribing and continuing health care. 

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT (EIA) 
COMPLETED 
 
Following the launch of the revised EIA 
documents on 1 March 2016 EIAs must be 
completed as follows: 
 
An EIA should be undertaken at the start of the 
development for a new proposed service, 
policy or process to assess likely impacts and 
provide further insight as to what will be required 
to implement it effectively.  The EIA form and 
associated documents can be found on the 
CCG’s intranet or through NECS Equality and 
Diversity Team 
 
Has an Equality Impact Assessment been completed 
using the equality impact documents ensuring that 
no persons are adversely affected as required by the 
Equality Act 2010 
(Please check the relevant box by double clicking on the box and 

selecting “checked” under the default value heading – only one 
box should be checked.) 
 

NO YES 
  

If no please specify the reason why: 
Not applicable, report does not 
make any proposals - it is for 

monitoring and assurance 
purposes only. 

If yes please attach a copy of the completed 
assessment to the back of your report 

QUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
COMPLETED 
Following the implementation of the STCCG 
Quality Strategy (September 2015) it has been 
agreed that a QIA should be undertaken for a new 
proposed service, policy or process or any 
changes to current services which may have an 
impact on quality or experience 

NO YES 
  

If no please specify the reason why: 
 

Not required. 

If yes please complete the below Quality Impact 
Assessment and submit with your report 

 

STCCG Quality 
Impact  Assessment 2  

 

mailto:kate.hudson6@nhs.uk
mailto:kate.hudson6@nhs.uk
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Has a Quality Impact Assessment been completed 
using the quality impact assessment tool ensuring 
that they have demonstrated the potential quality 
and safety impact? 

PURPOSE OF REPORT: 
For Information For Approval To Note For Decision 

   

RISK REGISTER 
Is the report subject matter included on the CCG 
Risk Register 

NO   If not updated please specify the reason: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

YES  
If yes please confirm the risk register has 
been updated in accordance with the 
content of this report: 
 
Updated  
Not Update  

SPONSORING LEAD DIRECTOR’S 
SIGNATURE:  
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Enclosure 5 
 
 

Finance Report Month 10 (January) 2016/17 
 
 

 
1. Reason for the Report 

The purpose of this document is to;  
 
• Report on the financial position for the ten months ended 31st January 2017 and 

provide the final position for 2016/17 
 

• Provide a summary of Primary Care Co-commissioned budgets for information. 
 

• Provide assurance to the Governing Body of the CCG on delivery against key 
financial performance targets in 2016/17.   

 
 

2. Current Performance 
 
The 2016/17 planned financial performance for South Tyneside CCG is a surplus of 
£2.5m.  The CCG continues to forecast this as achievable, however as previously 
indicated the risk to delivery remains £1m. 
 
In order to achieve the 1% surplus business rule the CCG has released all reserves 
and contingency.  
 
Below is a summary of the overall position as reported nationally.  This report then 
provides a more detailed breakdown by service area, including running costs and 
primary care co-commissioning.  
 
Additional analysis is included in the appendices to this document as follows: 
 

• Appendix 1 – Financial Targets 
• Appendix 2 – DoH in year allocations 
• Appendix 3 – In year budget movements 
• Appendix 4 - Better payment practice code 
• Appendix 5 - QIPP 
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Key Performance Issues & Actions to manage position:   
 

• Acute Performance shows another increase in overspend from last month and 
is in total projected to be £2 million over.  The main overspend is with 
Newcastle FT (£1m) and City Hospitals Sunderland (£1m).  NECS have 
reviewed the position with Newcastle and it is a real overspend, attributable to 
over activity.  Discussions have taken place on how to better inform the CCG 
of potential issues at an earlier stage, with a change to forecasting processes 
and contract management.  The overspend with Sunderland has increased 
from the previous month and is due to over activity.  These issues are being 
discussed in detail at the Contract Operation Group. 

  
• The community care underspend has reduced due to a coding issue.  The 

budget for winter pressure is in acute but the CCG has a contract within the 
community setting. 

 
• The prescribing overspend forecast is in line with the month 09 position.  This 

includes an adjustment for Category M as previously reported. However the 
information for December is not yet available as we run approximately 2 
months behind for the actual charges.  This is therefore an estimated position. 

 
• The mitigation has been released through reserves, although any further 

pressure will result in an inability to achieve the reported surplus. 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Annual budget 
£'000

 Forecast 
Outturn £'000

Forecast 
Variance 
(Under)/ 

Overspend 
£'000 RAG 

rated

Month 09 
Forecast  
Variance Changes

TOTAL ACUTE 134,229 136,324 2,096 1,755 (341)
TOTAL MENTAL HEALTH 29,611 29,161 (449) (456) (7)
TOTAL COMMUNITY 10,700 10,703 3 (64) (67)
TOTAL BETTER CARE FUND 12,692 11,987 (705) (705) 0
TOTAL CONTINUING CARE 17,567 19,362 1,795 1,845 50
TOTAL PRIMARY CARE 31,594 32,302 708 761 53
TOTAL OTHER CORPORATE 4,110 4,320 210 245 35
TOTAL RESERVES 6,864 768 (6,096) (5,825) 271
TOTAL RUNNING COST 3,304 3,249 (55) (55) (0)

250,671 248,177 (2,493) (2,499) (6)

TOTAL PRIMARY CARE CO-COMMISSIONING 20,269 20,269 0 0

INCOME & EXPENDITURE REPORT FOR COMMISSIONED SERVICES  - SOUTH TYNESIDE CCG  - YTD & 
FORECAST POSITION AS AT 31st January
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QIPP / FSEG Update: 
 
The QIPP achievement for 2016/17 is shown in the table in appendix 5.  This shows 
that there is still a risk of £1.6m.  £1m of this is due to the non-recurring addition to 
the STFT block contract in 2016/17. 
 
The established Financial Sustainability Executive Group (FSEG) has met and 
reviewed the Non ISFE finance return that is reported monthly to NHS England.  This 
return contains additional information regarding risk and mitigation that was 
considered relevant to report to the executive.  This will be included in the 2017/18 
finance report.   
There is an extensive QIPP programme for 2017/18 and the current focus of the 
group is to ensure the CCG has programmes that are ready to be mobilised on 1st 
April 2017. 
  
 
 
Detailed breakdown by service area 
 
 

 
 
 

ACUTE SERVICES (Including Ambulance 
services)

Annual 
budget 
£'000

 Forecast 
Outturn 

£'000

 
Variance 
(Under)/ 

Overspend 
£'000 RAG 

rated

 
Variance 

(under)/Overs
pend £'000 
RAG rated - 
month 09

Forecast 
Trend

Link to Risk Register

South Tyneside NHS Foundation Trust 79,275 79,275 0 0

City Hospitals Sunderland NHS Foundation Trust 22,914 24,059 1,145 871

Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust 12,164 13,285 1,121 1,119

Gateshead Health NHS Foundation Trust 8,601 8,589 (12) (45)

County Durham & Darlington NHS Foundation Trust 1,310 1,364 54 44

Northumbria Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust 461 476 15 27

North East Ambulance Service NHS Foundation Trust 4,806 4,873 67 39

South Tees NHS Foundation Trust 213 229 16 31

Spire Healthcare 660 676 16 (2)

Transformation Fund 0 0 0 0

Other Acute Providers 227 258 31 32

Readmissions 1,103 1,049 (54) (54)

Planned Care 0 0 0 0

Clinical Assessment and Treatment Centres 424 301 (123) (114)

Urgent Care 0 0 0 0

Winter Pressures 1,098 862 (236) (183)

Non Contract Activity 972 914 (58) (10)

Prior Year Impact 0 114 114
TOTAL ACUTE 134,229 136,324 2,096 1,755

•      1325 Over performance on 
acute contracts – monitored 

monthly at Executive Committee, 
Contract Operational Group and bi-

monthly at Governing Body.  
South Tyneside FT contract is on 
a block basis for 16/17.  This will 

help to mitigate the risk of 
overspending on acute contracts.
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MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES

Annual 
budget 
£'000

 Forecast 
Outturn 

£'000

Forecast 
Variance 
(Under)/ 

Overspend 
£'000 RAG 

rated

Forecast 
Variance 

(under)/Overs
pend £'000 
RAG rated - 
month 09

Forecast 
Trend

Link to Risk Register

Northumberland, Tyne and Wear NHS Foundation Trust 21,763 21,763 0 6

Tees, Esk and Wear Valleys NHS Foundation Trust 0 0 0 0

S117 3,290 2,922 (368) (384)

Other Providers / NCAs 4,558 4,476 (81) (79)
TOTAL MENTAL HEALTH 29,611 29,161 (449) (457)

COMMUNITY SERVICES

Annual 
budget 
£'000

 Forecast 
Outturn 

£'000

Forecast 
Variance 
(Under)/ 

Overspend 
£'000 RAG 

rated

Forecast 
Variance 

(under)/Overs
pend £'000 
RAG rated - 
month 09

Forecast 
Trend

Link to Risk Register

South Tyneside NHS Foundation Trust - Community 7,550 7,519 (31) (35)

Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust - 222 149 (73) (73)

AQP 1,241 1,093 (149) (159)

Miscellaneous Commissioning 1,414 1,669 255 204

Carers 273 273 0 0
TOTAL COMMUNITY 10,700 10,703 3 (63)

BETTER CARE FUND

Annual 
budget 
£'000

 Forecast 
Outturn 

£'000

Forecast 
Variance 
(Under)/ 

Overspend 
£'000 RAG 

rated

Forecast 
Variance 

(under)/Overs
pend £'000 
RAG rated - 
month 09

Forecast 
Trend

Link to Risk Register

South Tyneside Foundation Trust - BCF 7,511 7,511 0 0

South Tyneside Council 4,476 4,476 0 0

Reserve 705 0 (705) (705)
TOTAL BETTER CARE FUND 12,692 11,987 (705) (705)

•      1324 Out of Area 
Placements, NTW has the 
delegated budget and manage out 
of area placements for MH clients. 
The saving from this arrangement 
is being used in 16/17 to cover the 
activity pressure in CYPS. There 
is a risk that not all patients can 
be accommodated within area and 
there will be an extra draw on this 
funding.• 1595 LD pooled budget, 
risk/gain share agreement with 
South Tyneside Council around 
LD expenditure for 16/17.

•         1326 Risk of overspend on 
BCF or failure to deliver NEL 
activity reductions – majority of 
BCF schemes are funded on 
block and clear risk share in place 
within S75 agreement with 
Council regarding operation of the 
pooled budget.  BCF activity 
performance monitored at COG, 
and Integration Board
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CONTINUING CARE

Annual 
budget 
£'000

 Forecast 
Outturn 

£'000

Forecast 
Variance 
(Under)/ 

Overspend 
£'000 RAG 

rated

Forecast 
Variance 

(under)/Overs
pend £'000 
RAG rated - 
month 09

Forecast 
Trend

Link to Risk Register

Adult Joint Funded 157 158 1 1

Children 1,732 2,359 627 627

Continuing Healthcare Assessment and Support 1,194 1,239 45 0

Funded Nursing Care 642 713 71 78

PCT Legacy National Contribution 377 377 0 0

Adult Fully Funded 13,465 14,516 1,051 1,139
TOTAL CONTINUING CARE 17,567 19,362 1,795 1,845

PRIMARY CARE  

Annual 
budget 
£'000

 Forecast 
Outturn 

£'000

Forecast 
Variance 
(Under)/ 

Overspend 
£'000 RAG 

rated

Forecast 
Variance 

(under)/Overs
pend £'000 
RAG rated - 
month 09

Forecast 
Trend

Link to Risk Register

Out of Hours 901 1,113 212 212

Local Enhanced Services 285 343 58 1

Medicines Managements - Clinical 297 297 0 0

Commissioning Schemes 773 361 (412) (382)

Oxygen 685 673 (12) (24)

Primary Care IT 434 434 0 0

Prescribing 28,219 29,082 862 954

1327 Prescribing budget 
insufficient - monitored monthly at 
Executive Committee, Medicines 
Group and bi-monthly at 
Governing Body.

TOTAL PRIMARY CARE 31,594 32,302 708 761

OTHER CORPORATE 

Annual 
budget 
£'000

 Forecast 
Outturn 

£'000

Forecast 
Variance 
(Under)/ 

Overspend 
£'000 RAG 

rated

Forecast 
Variance 

(under)/Overs
pend £'000 
RAG rated - 
month 09

Forecast 
Trend

Link to Risk Register

North East Ambulance Service NHS Foundation Trust - N  520 508 (12) 0

Exceptions and Prior Approvals 350 384 34 48

Interpreting Services 90 72 (17) (16)

Reablement 0 0 0 0

NHS Property Services 1,242 1,242 0 0

Safeguarding 248 248 0 0

Other Miscellaneous 1,452 1,657 205 213

Quality Premium 209 209 0 0
TOTAL OTHER CORPORATE 4,110 4,320 210 245

•        1321 Financial reconciliation 
between council and CCG not 

undertaken in a timely manner – 
no concerns to report at this 

stage with process improving.• 
1323 Children’s packages 

demand pressure continues and 
increases - NECS to ensure a 
Children’s lead to review cases 

and agree costs.
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RUNNING COSTS 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

RESERVES

Annual 
budget 
£'000

 Forecast 
Outturn 

£'000

Forecast 
Variance 
(Under)/ 

Overspend 
£'000 RAG 

rated

Forecast 
Variance 

(under)/Overs
pend £'000 
RAG rated - 
month 09

Forecast 
Trend

Link to Risk Register

Commissioning Reserve 1,938 1,212 (727) (704)

Non Recurrent Reserve 2,425 2,425 0 0

Non Recurrent Programmes 0 (2,868) (2,868) (2,657)

Surplus 2,501 0 (2,501) (2,501)
TOTAL RESERVES 6,864 768 (6,096) (5,862)

•         1648 QIPP Rightcare 
initiatives fail to achieve the 
necessary savings creating 

financial pressure.  Monitored 
monthly at Executive Committee.

Annual Budget 
£'000

Forecast 
Outturn £'000

Forecast 
Variance 
(Under)/ 

Overspend 
£'000

Running Costs 

Admin Projects 100 100 0
Administration & Business Support 1,529 1,529 0
CEO / Board Office 503 503 0
Chair & Non Execs 127 127 0
Clinical Support 242 242 0
Commissioning 381 381 0
Education and Training 0 0 0
Estates and Facilities 80 80 0
Finance 169 169 0
General Reserve - Admin 100 37 (63)
IM&T 0 0 0
Primary Care Support 0 0 0
Quality Assurance 73 73 0
Quality Premium Admin 0 0 0

TOTAL (SURPLUS) / DEFICIT 3,304 3,241 (63)

INCOME & EXPENDITURE REPORT FOR RUNNING COSTS  - SOUTH TYNESIDE CCG  - YTD & FORECAST 
POSITION AS AT 31 JANUARY 2017
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For information only 
 
 

 

 
 
 

3. Recommendation 
 

The Governing Body is requested to: 
 
i) Consider this report and note the financial position for the year end as delivery 

of 1% surplus. 
 
 

Kate Hudson 
Chief Finance Officer  

Primary Care Co-Commissioning

Annual 
budget £'000

 Forecast 
Outturn 

£'000

Forecast 
Variance 
(Under)/ 

Overspend £'000 
RAG rated

Forecast 
Variance 
(Under)/ 

Overspend £'000 
RAG rated M09 Changes

General Practice - GMS 11,756 11,845 88 88 (0)

General Practice - PMS 1,328 1,330 3 3 0

General Practice - APMS 1,159 927 (233) (233) (0)

QOF 2,425 2,309 (116) (116) (0)

Enhanced Services 1,033 970 (63) (63) 0

Premises Cost Reimbursement 1,564 1,553 (11) (11) 1

Other Premises Cost 0 0 0 0 0

Dispensing/Prescribing Drs 148 121 (28) (28) (0)

Other GP Services 458 458 (0) 0

GP IT Services 0 0 0 0

NHS Property Services 0 0 0 0

Appraisal & Revalidation 0 0 0 0

Superannuation 0 0 0 0

HEE- Other GP Services 0 0 0 0

Reserves 193 552 359 359 0

1% Headroom 204 204 0 0

0

20,269 20,269 0 0 (0)
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APPENDIX 1 
 
 

 

Board Report Target Achievement

Financial Target Target Detail
Year to Date 

Position 
Forecast 
Position 

Revenue Allocation  - Programme To keep expenditure within allocation  
Revenue Allocation - Running Costs To keep expenditure within allocation  

Cash Limit
To keep cash outgoings within the cash 
limit  

BPPC
To pay CCG creditors within 30 days of 
receipt of invoices or goods  
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APPENDIX 2 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CCG Allocation Recurrent Non Recurrent Total
£000's £000's £000's

Confirmed Allocations: 
Programme Costs Opening Baseline 242,525 242,525
Brought Forward 2015-16 Surplus 3,437 3,437
Eating Disorder Service 93 93
Paed NEL Zero LoS to Ambulatory Recoding (NuTH) 23 23
Block drugs disaggregation (NuTH) 161 161
Learning Disability Transformation funding 1,200 1,200
GP Development Programme - reception and clerical training 13 13
PMS Review Funding 142 142
CYP Local Transformation Mental Health : 1st tranche 39 39
CEOV adjustment (292) (292)
STP Peer support Champions Programme 50 50
Quality Premium Awards 2015/16 209 209
Prime Minister's Challenge Fund - Transformation areas 233 233
Learning Disability Transformation funding - transfers to CNTW CCGs (829) (829)
Better Outcome Scheme Funding 159 159
Nursing Home Funding 60 60
GP WIFI early adopters 80 80
Early Discharge Facilitation 15 15
Perinatal / IAPT underspend allocation M10 11 11
CYP Local Transformation Mental Health : 2nd tranche 39 39

Total NHS England Confirmed Programme Allocation 2016-17 242,709 4,658 247,367
0

Total NHS England Confirmed Programme Allocation 2016-17 0 0 0
Total NHS England Programme Allocation 2016-17 242,709 4,658 247,367
Running Costs Opening Baseline 3,304 3,304

0
0

Total Confirmed Running Costs Baseline 3,304 0 3,304
Total NHS England Running Costs Allocation 2016-17 3,304 0 3,304
Total Allocations 246,013 4,658 250,671

NHS ENGLAND IN YEAR ALLOCATIONS - SOUTH TYNESIDE CCG
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         APPENDIX 3 
 

 BUDGET MOVEMENTS 
 
 Additional budget received (removed) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
  

 

Learning Disability Transformation funding - transfers to CNTW CCGs (829) (829)
Better Outcome Scheme Funding 159 159
Nursing Home Funding 60 60
GP WIFI early adopters 80 80
Early Discharge Facilitation 15 15
Perinatal / IAPT underspend allocation M10 11 11
CYP Local Transformation Mental Health : 2nd tranche 39 39
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APPENDIX 4 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Better Payment Practice Code - 30 Days NUMBER £000's

Non-NHS
Total Non-NHS Trade Invoices Paid in the Year 4,019 27,481
Total Non-NHS Trade Invoices Paid Within 30 Day Target 3,906 27,200
Percentage of Non-NHS Trade Invoices Paid Within 30 Day Target 97.19% 98.98%

NHS 
Total NHS Trade Invoices Paid in the Year 1,402 150,909
Total NHS Trade Invoices Paid Within 30 Day Target 1,388 150,663
Percentage of NHS Trade Invoices Paid Within 30 Day Target 99.00% 99.84%

BETTER PAYMENT PRACTICE CODE - SOUTH TYNESIDE CCG 
FOR THE TEN MONTHS TO 31 JANUARY 2017
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APPENDIX 5 

 

 

Project Ref Lead 16/17 target

Recurring 
Achievement 
at Month 10

Non Recurring  
Achievement 
at Month 10

Forecast 
Acheivement 
16/17

Outstanding  
16/17 COMMENTS

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Learning Disability Pool / 
Continuing health Care A JG 500 400 100

£400k achieved due to reduction in 
S117 packages.  £100k outstanding

GP Out Of Hours B MB/GC 200 0 200 Will not be delivered

CANTERBURY / RIGHTCARE C KH 1,590 1,590 -937 47 1,543

Achieved through contract negotiation 
on a recurring basis - included in STFT 
contract on a non-recurring basis for 
16/17

Rightcare Prescribing Target D MT 286 0 455 -169 Forecast acheivement

Internal budget reductions E KH 700 700 700 0
Achieved through planned budget 
reductions

Nursing home contribution F KH 240 240 240 0
Achieved through planned budget 
reductions

TOTAL 3,516 2,930 -937 1,674

NHS SOUTH TYNESIDE CCG
QIPP TARGET
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Executive summary
Purpose of this report 
The Audit Strategy Memorandum sets out our audit plan in respect of the audit of NHS South Tyneside Clinical Commissioning Group (the CCG) for the year 
ending 31 March 2017, and forms the basis for discussion at the Audit and Risk Committee meeting on 7th March 2017 and the meeting of the Governing Body 
on 23rd March 2017. For the purposes of our audit, Governing Body has been identified as Those Charged With Governance, however, we also discuss our 
reports with the Audit and Risk Committee which has responsibility for liaison with external audit.  

The plan sets out our proposed audit approach and is prepared to assist you in fulfilling your governance responsibilities. The responsibilities of those charged 
with governance are defined as overseeing the strategic direction of the entity and obligations related to the accountability of the entity, including overseeing 
the financial reporting process. 

 

Timing of our work Our audit will be delivered in four main phases as outlined in page 7 of this report.  The statutory deadline for the completion of 
our audit work is 31st May 2017. 

Financial Statements 
audit  

Significant risks 
We have identified the following areas on which we will carry out specific audit procedures to mitigate the risks of material 
misstatements in the CCG’s financial statements.   
 Management override of controls 
 

 
Materiality 
At the planning stage of the audit we have set materiality for the financial statements as a whole at £3.648m.  
In reporting the results of our work we do not report identified misstatements below a clearly trivial level.  We have set this level at 
£109k. 

Value for Money 
conclusion 

The work we carry out to form a conclusion on whether the CCG has proper arrangements in place for securing economy, efficiency 
and effectiveness in its use of resources is summarised on page 9.  At this stage of our audit work we have not identified a 
significant risk to our VFM conclusion, but have identified an area where we will need to carry out more work to further inform our 
risk assessment, in relation to the Sustainability and Transformation Plan. 

Independence We have considered any actual, potential or perceived threats to our independence on page 14.  We have not identified any such 
threats at this stage of the audit. 
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Audit scope and approach
The scope of our work 
The detailed scope of our work as your appointed auditor for 2016/17 is set 
out in the National Audit Office’s (NAO) Code of Audit Practice.  Our 
responsibilities and powers are derived from the Local Audit and 
Accountability Act 2014 and are summarised below.  
 
Opinion on the financial statements 
We are responsible for forming and expressing an opinion on the financial 
statements. Our audit is planned and performed so as to provide reasonable 
assurance that the financial statements are free from material error and give 
a true and fair view of the financial performance and position of the CCG for 
the year.  We are also required to form and express an opinion on whether 
the CCG has, in all material respects, incurred expenditure as intended by 
Parliament (our regularity opinion).  
Our audit does not relieve management or the Governing Body, as those 
charged with governance, of their responsibilities.  
 
Value for Money conclusion 
We are required to conclude whether the CCG has proper arrangements in 
place to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness it its use of 
resources.  We discuss our Value for Money work in greater detail later in 
this report. 
 
Consolidation data 
We report to the NAO in respect of the consistency of the CCG’s 

consolidation data with its financial statements. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our response to the risk of fraud 
International Standards on Auditing (ISAs) require us to obtain reasonable 
assurance that the financial statements are free from material fraud and/or 
error.  There are a range of ways in which fraud may arise in the context of 
your financial statements and we formally consider the risk of fraud as part 
of our planning work and design appropriate procedures to mitigate risks 
identified.  We maintain an appropriate level of professional scepticism 
throughout the audit and are mindful that a material misstatement due to 
fraud is possible, however our audit should not be relied upon to identify all 
such misstatements. 
 
Management and the Governing Body, as those charged with governance 
also have responsibilities in respect of fraud.  They are responsible for 
safeguarding assets and for the prevention and detection of fraud, error and 
non-compliance with lows and regulations.   
 
We will enquire of the Governing Body as part of our audit.  Our enquiries 
will focus on: 

 What role the Governing Body has in relation to fraud and how it is 
kept informed of fraud related matters by management; 

 What anti-fraud measures you have in place and how your policies 
and procedures are monitored; and 

 Whether you are aware of any actual, alleged or suspected fraud. 
 
We will formally write to the Governing Body, in their role as those charged 
with governance, making the enquiries above, towards the end of the audit 
cycle. 
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Our approach to obtaining assurance over service organisations 
There are material entries in your financial statements where the CCG is 
dependent on an external organisation. We call these entities service 
organisations. In Appendix A, we outline our approach to understanding the 
services received from each organisation and the approach we intend to 
take to obtain sufficient appropriate evidence over items of account that 
derive from them. 
 
Our use of experts and other auditors 
Internal audit 
Where appropriate, we will seek to rely on work performed by internal audit 
where it provides us with the required assurance.  We will meet with internal 
audit to discuss their work programme and findings, and factor this in when 
determining the most efficient testing strategy. 

Where we intend to rely on the work of internal audit, we will evaluate their 
work and perform our own audit procedures to determine its adequacy for 
our audit.  

Management and auditor experts 
There are material entries in your financial statements which are provided 
by management experts and we will use our own expert to provide us with 
assurance over those entries.  The table below summarises where we 
intend to make use of an auditor’s expert. 

Item of account Cash Equivalent Transfer Values (CETV) of 
pensions. 

Management’s 

expert NHS Pensions 

Our expert PWC as the NAO’s consulting actuary 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Audit efficiency and our use of IT 
Innovative and integrated use of IT drives the efficiency and effectiveness 
of our audit.  Your audit team uses the latest IT-based audit solutions and is 
supported by a team of IT auditors each of whom have extensive knowledge 
of the NHS sector and providing assurance and advisory services across 
the public sector. 
 

We know that all organisations are different 
and face different risks.  Our audit platform 
is modern and flexible and allows us to 
tailor our audit approach to the specific 
risks relevant to the CCG, while ensuring 
compliance with underlying auditing 
standards. 
 
We focus on the risks to your business 
continuity and those that give rise to a risk 
of material misstatement in the financial 
statements.  Your audit team has access to 
a full suite of data analytics tools which 
allow them to determine the most effective 
and efficient testing strategy using IT-audit 
techniques where appropriate. 
 
 
 

Risk 
assessment 

Audit 
assurance 

Added value 
services 
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Significant risks and key judgements 
Identified significant risks 
As part of our planning procedures we have considered whether there are risks of material misstatement in the CCG’s financial statements that require special 
audit consideration. Although we report identified significant risks at the planning stage of the audit, our risk assessment is a continuous process and we 
regularly consider whether new significant risks have arisen and how we intend to mitigate these risks.  Where we identify any significant risks in addition to 
those set out below, we will report these to the [Audit Committee] as part of our Audit Completion Report. 
 

Significant risk  How we will mitigate the risk 

Management override of control 
In all entities, management at various levels within an organisation are in a 
unique position to perpetrate fraud because of their ability to manipulate 
accounting records and prepare fraudulent financial statements by overriding 
controls that otherwise appear to be operating effectively. Due to the 
unpredictable way in which such overrides could occur, we consider there to 
be a risk of material misstatement due to fraud and thus a significant risk on all 
audits. 

This does not imply we suspect actual or intended manipulation but that we 
approach the audit with due professional scepticism.  

We will address this risk by: 

 reviewing the key areas within the financial statements where 
management has used judgement and estimation techniques and 
consider whether there is evidence of unfair bias; 

 examining any accounting policies that vary from the Group Accounting 
Manual; 

 testing the appropriateness of journal entries recorded in the general 
ledger and other adjustments made in preparing the financial statements; 
and 

 undertaking cut-off testing around the year-end of receipts and 
payments. 
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Timetable and communication  
Our approach to communication 
International Standards on Auditing require us to communicate a number of 
matters with you at various points during the audit cycle.  Later in this section 
we outline exactly how we will communicate with the Governing Body as 
those charged with governance.  As well as being an integral part of our 
responsibilities under auditing standards, we see two-way communication 
with the Governing Body and the CCG’s staff as being critical to building a 

robust knowledge of your business, the risks and challenges you face and 
the plans you have in place to meet those challenges.   

Audit timetable 
The diagram below outlines the main phases of your audit, when each will 
be carried out and the outputs that you will receive at each stage.  This is 
underpinned by a ‘no surprises’ approach to communication that ensures 
management and the Governing Body are kept aware of significant issues 
on a timely basis.  We intend to issue our Audit Strategy Memorandum in 
March 2017, our Audit Completion Report in May 2017 and our Annual Audit 
Letter in July 2017. 

Fieldwork stage – April 2017 – May 2017 
We complete the bulk of our audit testing at the fieldwork 
stage, building on the work already done at interim.   

Key reporting and communication outputs 
- Regular update meetings with the finance team 

 

Completion stage – May 2017 
- Final review of the financial statements 

- Reviewing post balance sheet events 
- Partner review of the audit file 

- Agreeing the letter of representation 

Key reporting and communication outputs 
- Audit Completion Report 
- Auditor’s report 

Interim stage – February / March 2017 
- Document and test systems and controls 

- Carry out IT audit testing using our IT specialists 
- Perform early substantive testing 

Key reporting and communication outputs 
- Audit progress and update report 

Planning stage - October 2016 – January 2017 
- Updating our understanding of the CCG 

- Opinion and VFM risk assessment 
- Developing our audit testing strategy 

- Agreeing our audit timetable 

Key reporting and communication outputs 
- Audit Strategy Memorandum 

1 

2 3 

4 
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Key communication points 
ISA 260 ‘Communication with those charged with governance’ and ISA 265 ‘Communicating deficiencies in internal control to those charged with governance 
and management’, require us to communicate a number of matters to you.  These matters are set out below: 
 

Matter to be communicated Audit Strategy 
Memorandum 

Audit Completion 
Report 

Our responsibilities in relation to the audit of the financial statements and our wider responsibilities   

Planned scope and timing of the audit   

Significant audit risks and areas of management judgement   

Confirmation of our independence   

Responsibilities for preventing and detecting errors   

Materiality   

Fees for audit and other services   

Significant deficiencies in internal control   

Significant findings from the audit   

Significant matters discussed with management   

Conclusions on the significant audit risks and areas of management judgement   

Summary of unadjusted misstatements   

Management representation letter   

Our proposed audit report   

 
 
In addition to the matters outlined above which we are required to communicate under auditing standards, we also communicate regularly with the Audit and 
Risk Committee through our Audit Progress Reports, presented on a quarterly basis.  We also report to the Governing Body on an annual basis to summarise 
our work and main conclusions through our Annual Audit Letter.
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Value for Money Conclusion 
Our approach to Value for Money work 
We are required to form a conclusion as to whether the CCG has made proper arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of 
resources.  The NAO issues guidance to auditors that underpins the work we are required to carry out in order to form our conclusion, and sets out the criterion 
and sub-criteria that we are required to consider. We report on an exceptions only basis where we determine that proper arrangements are not in place.  Where 
we have no issues to report, we confirm this in our auditor’s report. 

The overall criterion is that, ‘in all significant respects, the CCG had proper arrangements to ensure it took properly informed decisions and deployed resources 
to achieve planned and sustainable outcomes for taxpayers and local people.’  To assist auditors in reaching a conclusion on this overall criterion, the following 

sub-criteria are provided set out by the NAO: 

- Informed decision making  

- Sustainable resource deployment  

- Working with partners and other third parties 

A summary of the work we undertake to reach our conclusion is provided below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Significant Value for Money risks 
The NAO’s guidance requires us to carry out work at the planning stage to identify whether or not a risk to the VFM conclusion exists.  Risk, in the context of 
our VFM work, is the risk that we come to an incorrect conclusion rather than the risk of the arrangements in place at the CCG being inadequate.  As outlined 
above, we draw on our deep understanding of the CCG, the national environment and the local health economy. 

Risk assessment 

NAO Guidance 

Sector-wide issues 

Risk mitigation work Other procedures 

Consider the work of regulators 

Planned procedures to mitigate the 

risk of forming an incorrect conclusion 

on arrangements 

Consider the Annual Governance 

Statement 
Your operational and business risks 

Consistency review and reality check 
Knowledge from other audit work 
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For 2016/17, we have not identified any significant risks to our VFM conclusion.  We have identified one area where we plan to gather further information as 
part of completing our risk assessment, as set out below.  

Areas where further work required to our assessment Work we intend to carry out 

Sustainability and Transformation Plan (STP) 
As set out in its planning guidance, NHSE intends STPs to 
deliver significant transformation as part of its 5-year forward 
view. The NHSE guidance also stressed the centrality of 
leadership arrangements as part of delivering that 
transformation. 

Our work will focus on gaining an understanding of how the CCG is working with others 
across the STP footprint to progress plans during 2016/17.  
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Fees   
Fees for work as the CCG’s appointed auditor 
At this stage of the audit we are not planning any divergence from the scale fees set by Public Sector Audit Appointments Ltd (PSAA) as communicated to you 
in our fee letter on 19th April 2016. The fees stated below are exclusive of VAT. 
 

Area of work 2016/17 
proposed fee 

2015/16  
final fee 

Code audit work £45,000 £45,000 
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Our team  
 

Cameron Waddell – Partner 
Email: cameron.waddell@mazars.co.uk 
Phone: 0191 383 6314 or 07813 752 053 
Cameron is responsible for the overall delivery of the audit. He will sign the auditor reports and liaise with the Chief Officer, Chief Finance 
Officer, Governing Body and Audit and Risk Committee. Along with Cathie, he will attend Audit and Risk Committee, and where appropriate, 
Governing Body meetings and is available to Governing Body Members.  

 
 
 

Cathie Eddowes – Audit Manager 
Email: cathie.eddowes@mazars.co.uk 
Phone: 0191 383 6310 or 07881 283 344 
Cathie will manage and coordinate the audit and be the key point of contact for the Chief Finance Officer and Finance Manager as well as 
liaising with Internal Audit. Cathie will attend Audit and Risk Committee.  
 
 

 
David Hurworth – Team Leader 
Email: david.hurworth@mazars.co.uk 
Phone: 0191 383 6350 or 07881 511 077 
David will be the key contact for the finance team, supervise the work of junior members of the team and undertake work in more 
specialised areas. 
 

 

 
Joanne Greener – Audit Senior 
Email: joanne.greener@mazars.co.uk 
Phone: 0191 383 6353  
Joanne will assist David in the day-to-day audit work, reviewing the work of more junior members of the team. 
 

 

 

 

and drag here 
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Appendix A – Service organisations  
As we outline in the main body of this report, the CCG makes extensive use of service organisations.  ISA 402 defines a service organisation as one that 
provides services to another entity that form part of that entity’s information systems relevant to financial reporting.  The table below sets out the service 
organisations that we have identified as part of our planning work together with a description of how we intend to obtain assurance over the entries in your 
financial statements that are derived from them. 
 

Service organisation Services provided Planned audit approach 

North of England Commissioning Service (NECS) 

Services provided include:  

 processing of payments and receipts; 
 provision of payroll interface; and 
 provision of information for accounts and budget 

information. 

Review of NECS Type 2 Service Auditor 
report. 

NHS Electronic Staff Record system (ESR) Payroll Review of ESR McKesson Type 2 Service 
Auditor report. 

NHS Shared Business Services (SBS) 

Provision of IT infrastructure for the Integrated Single 
Financial Environment (ISFE) Oracle. This includes: 

 general ledger; 
 accounts payable; and 
 accounts receivable. 

Review of SBS Type 2 Service Auditor report. 

NHS Business Services Authority (SBA) Hosts prescription costs charged to CCGs. Review of BSA Type 2 Service Auditor report. 

 
As outlined above, we intend to rely on service auditor reports to provide us with assurance that controls at the service organisation are operating effectively.  
ISA 402 requires us to carry out a range of audit procedures to determine whether the service auditor report provides sufficient appropriate audit evidence about 
the effectiveness of controls.  Where we determine that a report does not provide sufficient appropriate audit we will need to consider the most efficient and 
effective alternative method of obtaining this evidence and will discuss this with management. 
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Appendix B – Independence 
We are required by the Financial Reporting Council to confirm to you at least annually in writing, that we comply with the Auditing Practices Board’s Ethical 

Standards. In addition we communicate any matters or relationship which we believe may have a bearing on our independence or the objectivity of the audit 
team. 
 
Based on the information provided by you, and our own internal procedures to safeguard our independence as auditors, we confirm that in our professional 
judgement, there are no relationships between us, and any of our related or subsidiary entities, and you, and your related entities, creating any unacceptable 
threats to our independence within the regulatory or professional requirements governing us as your auditors. 
  
We have policies and procedures in place which are designed to ensure that we carry out our work with integrity, objectivity and independence. These policies 
include: 
 all partners and staff are required to complete an annual independence declaration; 
 all new partners and staff are required to complete an independence confirmation and also complete computer-based ethical training; 
 rotation policies covering audit engagement partners and other key members of the audit team who are required to rotate off a client after a set number of 

years; and 
 use by managers and partners of our client and engagement acceptance system which requires all non-audit services to be approved in advance by the 

audit engagement partner. 
 

We wish to confirm that in our professional judgement, as at the date of this document, we are independent and comply with UK regulatory and professional 
requirements. However, if at any time you have concerns or questions about our integrity, objectivity or independence please discuss these with either Cameron 
Waddell or Cathie Eddowes.  
 
Prior to the provision of any non-audit services, Partner name will undertake appropriate procedures to consider and fully assess the impact that providing the 
service may have on our auditor independence.  No threats to our independence have been identified / the following table outlines the potential threats to our 
independence and the safeguards put in place. 
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Appendix C - Materiality 
 
Materiality is an expression of the relative significance or importance of a particular matter in the context of financial statements as a whole. Misstatements in 
financial statements are considered to be material if they, individually or in aggregate, could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of 
users taken on the basis of the financial statements.  
 
Judgements on materiality are made in light of surrounding circumstances and are affected by the size and nature of a misstatement, or a combination of both. 
Judgements about materiality are based on consideration of the common financial information needs of users as a group and not on specific individual users. 
 
The assessment of what is material is a matter of professional judgement and is affected by our perception of the financial information needs of the users of 
the financial statements. In making our assessment we assume that users: 
 have a reasonable knowledge of business, economic activities and accounts;  
 have a willingness to study the information in the financial statements with reasonable diligence; 
 understand that financial statements are prepared, presented and audited to levels of materiality; 
 recognise the uncertainties inherent in the measurement of amounts based on the use of estimates, judgement and the consideration of future events; and 
 will make reasonable economic decisions on the basis of the information in the financial statements. 
 
We consider materiality whilst planning and performing our audit.  
 
Whilst planning our audit, we make judgements about the size of misstatements which we consider to be material and which provides a basis for determining 
the nature, timing and extent of risk assessment procedures, identifying and assessing the risk of material misstatement and determining the nature, timing and 
extent of further audit procedures.  
 
The materiality determined at the planning stage does not necessarily establish an amount below which uncorrected misstatements, either individually or in 
aggregate, will be considered as immaterial.  
 
We revise materiality for the financial statements as our audit progresses should we become aware of information that would have caused us to determine a 
different amount had we been aware of that information at the planning stage. 
 
We discuss with management any significant misstatements or anomalies that we identify during the course of the audit and we report in our Audit Completion 
Report all unadjusted misstatements we have identified other than those which are clearly trivial, and obtain written representation that explains why these 
remain unadjusted. 
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Appendix D – Our added value 
 
Our primary responsibilities as the CCG’s external auditor are outlined in the main body of this report.  As your external auditor we are ideally placed to provide 
added value in delivering those responsibilities and the diagram below provides a summary. 
 

 

Insight 

 
Analysis of emerging issues shared 
regularly with you through our Audit 
Progress Reports. 
 
Sharing knowledge from our membership 
of a range of professional networks 
including those hosted by the ICAEW and 
NAO. 
 
Regular updates from our Health Advisory 
team on lessons learned from its work 
across the UK health sector. 
 
Access to our public sector governance 
forum allowing free and open discussion of 
governance issues. 

Expertise 

 
Specialist public sector financial reporting 
advisory service, providing expert analysis 
of emerging accounting issues. 
 
A dedicated IT audit and advisory team, 
with expertise and experience of providing 
services across the health sector. 
 
 
Provision of annual accounting workshops 
attended by your finance team.  

Support for continuous 
improvement 

 
Clear and open communication, allowing 
for a sensible basis of resolving emerging 
issues. 
 
Internal control recommendations and 
follow-up work in conjunction with internal 
audit. 
 
 
Sharing of knowledge and lessons learned 
from our national Health Advisory team. 
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REPORT CLASSIFICATION – please refer to Report 
Classification Guidance and check appropriate box below 

 Official 
 Sensitive: Commercial 
 Official Sensitive: Personal 

MEETING TITLE: GOVERNING BODY MEETING 
(PUBLIC) 

DATE:23.03.17 

REPORT TITLE: 
REVISED SCHEME OF DELEGATION  AGENDA ITEM: 2016/128 

ENCLOSURE: 7 

LEAD DIRECTOR / REPORT SPONSOR: 

Kate Hudson 
Chief Finance Officer 
kate.hudson6@nhs.uk 0191 2831904 
 

REPORT AUTHOR: 

Kate Hudson 
Chief Finance Officer 
kate.hudson6@nhs.uk 0191 2831904 
 

REPORT SUMMARY / RECOMMENDATIONS: 

The Governing body is asked to approve the revised scheme of delegation for the CCG for 
2017/18.  Also included is the delegated budget holder list for formal approval and an 
updated Scheme of Delegation for services that NECS provide.  Due to the progression to 
level 3 co-commissioning, there is also a new scheme of delegation for NHS England 
members of staff who will continue to act on behalf of the CCG. 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS / RISKS 

Financial implications – To ensure that authorisation limits for members of NHS South 
Tyneside CCG are in accordance with agreed governance structure.  To ensure that 
budget holders are aware of their budgetary responsibility.  To ensure that NECS are 
operating within financial limits approved by the Governing Body.  To ensure that 
NHS England are operating within the financial limits approved by the Governing 
Body 
Risks – Setting limits too low may result in Directors being asked to approve an  
increased number of transactions.  Setting limits too high may result in inappropriate 
authorisations. 

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT (EIA) 
COMPLETED 
 
Following the launch of the revised EIA 
documents on 1 March 2016 EIAs must be 
completed as follows: 
 
An EIA should be undertaken at the start of the 
development for a new proposed service, 
policy or process to assess likely impacts and 
provide further insight as to what will be required 
to implement it effectively.  The EIA form and 
associated documents can be found on the 
CCG’s intranet or through NECS Equality and 
Diversity Team 
 
Has an Equality Impact Assessment been completed 
using the equality impact documents ensuring that 
no persons are adversely affected as required by the 
Equality Act 2010 
(Please check the relevant box by double clicking on the box and 
selecting “checked” under the default value heading – only one 

box should be checked.) 
 

NO YES 
  

If no please specify the reason why: 
Not applicable, report does not 
make any proposals - it is for 

monitoring and assurance 
purposes only. 

If yes please attach a copy of the completed 
assessment to the back of your report 

QUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT NO YES 
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COMPLETED 
Following the implementation of the STCCG 
Quality Strategy (September 2015) it has been 
agreed that a QIA should be undertaken for a new 
proposed service, policy or process or any 
changes to current services which may have an 
impact on quality or experience 
 
Has a Quality Impact Assessment been completed 
using the quality impact assessment tool ensuring 
that they have demonstrated the potential quality 
and safety impact? 

If no please specify the reason why: 
 

Not required. 

If yes please complete the below Quality Impact 
Assessment and submit with your report 

 

STCCG Quality 
Impact  Assessment 2  

 

PURPOSE OF REPORT: 
For Information For Approval To Note For Decision 

   

RISK REGISTER 
Is the report subject matter included on the CCG 
Risk Register 

NO   If not updated please specify the reason: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

YES  
If yes please confirm the risk register has 
been updated in accordance with the 
content of this report: 
 
Updated  
Not Update  

SPONSORING LEAD DIRECTOR’S 
SIGNATURE:  

 



Financial Scheme of Delegation - Directors delegation 2016/2017

Name of Director Name of Delegate Position HR/ESR forms
Delegated budget 

holder Payables Credit memo Receivables GL Requisitions Receiving NOTES/ACTIONs
David Hambleton AO Y Y 9,999,999 -150,000 Y 150,000 Y

James Gordon CD Y 25,000 Y
Jon Tose CD 25,000 Y
Matthew Walmsley Chair 25,000 Y
Mathew Beattie CD 25,000 Y

Stephen Clark GB Y
Paul Morgan GB Y
Jeff Gosling GB Y

Christine Briggs Director of Operations Y Y 150,000 -150,000 Y 150,000 Y
Aaron Tucker Commissioing Manager Y 5,000 Y
Jo Farey Commissioing Manager Y 5,000 Y
Lindsay Bell Commissioning Officer Y
Gillian Johnson Senior Commissioning Officer 5,000
Gayle Guthrie Commissioning Officer Y
Helen Ruffell Operations and Engagement Officer 5,000 0 Y
Paula Talbot Snr Administrator Y 500 -500 Y 500 Y
Jane Leighton Snr Administrator Y 500 -500 Y 500 Y
Jenna Easton Snr Admin officer Y
Gemma Johnston Admin Officer Y

Carol Drummond Head Of Safeguarding 5,000 Y
Jeanette Scott Thomas Head of Quality and Patient Safety 50,000 50,000 Y Packages of care for CHC

Jeanette Scott-Thomas Director of nursing Quality and Safety Y Y 150,000 -150,000 Y 150,000 Y

Kate Hudson Chief Finance Officer Y Y 9,999,999 -9,999,999 Y 9,999,999 9,999,999 Y
Caroline Bannon Finance Manager 50,000 50,000 Y 9,999,999 50,000 Y Updated
Dean Benstead Finance Officer 500 -500 9,999,999 500 Y

NHS SOUTH TYNESIDE CCG



Budget holder Budget Reviewer (if differenISFE category Cost centre name PROVIDER Opening Budget
Aaron Tucker Community Health Long Term Conditions Disability North
Aaron Tucker Community Health Hospices St Oswalds Hospice, 
Aaron Tucker Other Patient Transport Various providers
Aaron Tucker Community Health Hospices St Clares hospice
Aaron Tucker Primary Care Out of Hours NDUC
Aaron Tucker Other Patient Transport NEAS renal transport
Aaron Tucker Other Counselling Services Coping with Cancer
Aaron Tucker Other Counselling Services Counselling services - Relate
Christine Briggs Community Health Carers Stroke association
Christine Briggs Continuing Care CHC Adult Joint Funded CHC joint funded payments to ST council
Christine Briggs Community Health Carers South Tyneside Carers 
Christine Briggs Continuing Care Continuing Healthcare Assessment & Support STLA S75 for CHC provision
Christine Briggs Acute Winter Pressures Resiliance
Christine Briggs Community Health Community Services AQP
Christine Briggs Continuing Care Funded Nursing Care FNC payments to ST council
Christine Briggs Acute Winter Pressures STFT SRG funding 
Christine Briggs Continuing Care Continuing Healthcare Assessment & Support STLA pressure relief and equipment store
Christine Briggs Continuing Care CHC Children CHC ST council Childrens packages of care
Christine Briggs Continuing Care CHC Adult Fully Funded CHC direct payments - private providers
Christine Briggs Continuing Care CHC Adult Fully Funded CHC adult - payments to ST council
Christine Briggs Mental Health Mental Health Services – Other Income (A4W)
Christine Briggs Mental Health Mental Health Contracts Mayden house ltd, 
Christine Briggs Mental Health Mental Health Services – Other Momentum  
Christine Briggs Mental Health Mental Capacity Act STLA - DOLS S256
Christine Briggs Mental Health Dementia Alzheimers Society
Christine Briggs Mental Health Mental Health Services – Other S12 Claims for MCA assessments
Christine Briggs Mental Health Mental Health Services – Other Mental Health Matters
Christine Briggs Mental Health Mental Health Services – Other Mental health concern
Christine Briggs Mental Health Mental Health Services – Other Art for Wellbeing - S75 with local authority
Christine Briggs Mental Health Mental Health Services – Not Contracted Activity LD pool funding (Belsay release)
Christine Briggs Mental Health Mental Health Services – Adults Cambian Hc and Castlebeck Care 
Christine Briggs Mental Health Mental Health Contracts South Tyneside FT
Christine Briggs Mental Health Mental Health Services – Adults ST Council S117 packages of care
Christine Briggs Mental Health Mental Health Contracts NTW Mental health
Christine Briggs Primary Care Prescribing GP Prescribing
Christine Briggs Primary Care Prescribing GP Prescribing
Christine Briggs Primary Care Prescribing GP Prescribing
Christine Briggs Primary Care Prescribing GP Prescribing
Christine Briggs Primary Care Prescribing GP Prescribing
Christine Briggs Primary Care Medicines Management - Clinical Medcines Optimisation
Christine Briggs Primary Care Medicines Management - Clinical Gateshead CBC
Christine Briggs Primary Care Primary Care IT GPIT
Christine Briggs Primary Care Oxygen Air Liquid - BOC
Christine Briggs Primary Care Central Drugs BSA
Christine Briggs Primary Care Commissioning Schemes GP over 75's funding
Jeanette Scott-Thomas Other Safeguarding Safeguarding boards
Jo Farey Other Patient Transport Patient booking service
Jo Farey Other Interpreting Services Interpreting
Jo Farey Primary Care Local Enhanced Services Various - enhanced services Pharmacy
Jo Farey Primary Care Local Enhanced Services Various - enhanced services GP's
Jo Farey Community Health Palliative Care Marie Curie
Jo Farey Community Health Community Services AQP
Kate Hudson Acute Acute Commissioning PENE
Kate Hudson Acute Clinical Assessment and Treatment Centres ENT
Kate Hudson Acute Clinical Assessment and Treatment Centres NDUC bunny hill - Grindon WIC
Kate Hudson Acute Acute Commissioning Tyneside surgical services
Kate Hudson Acute NCAs/OATs South Tees
Kate Hudson Community Health Community Services
Kate Hudson Acute Clinical Assessment and Treatment Centres MARIE STOPES INTERNATIONAL
Kate Hudson Community Health Community Services AQP audiology
Kate Hudson Acute Acute Commissioning Readmissions
Kate Hudson Acute Acute Commissioning Overseas visitors
Kate hudson Other Exceptions & Prior Approvals Various IFR
Kate Hudson Acute Acute Commissioning South Tyneside NHS Foundation Trust
Kate Hudson Other Non Recurrent Programmes CHC contribution
Kate Hudson Acute Acute Commissioning Northumbria Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust
Kate Hudson Other NHS 111 NEAS - NHS 111
Kate Hudson Other Commissioning Reserve Reserve
Kate Hudson Acute Acute Commissioning SPIRE
Kate Hudson Other Commissioning Reserve 2% NEL reduction /BCF performance fund
Kate Hudson Acute Acute Commissioning STFT readmissions funding
Kate Hudson Acute NCAs/OATs Various NCA
Kate Hudson Community Health Community Services STFT - MSK - CATS and Physio
Kate Hudson Other Recharges NHS Property Services Ltd Propco
Kate Hudson Acute Acute Commissioning County Durham and Darlington NHS Foundation Trust
Kate Hudson Other Non Recurrent Reserve Non recurring reserve
Kate Hudson Community Health Community Services BCF - STFT community contract
Kate Hudson Acute Ambulance Services North East Ambulance Service NHS Foundation Trust
Kate Hudson Community Health Community Services STFT community contract
Kate Hudson Community Health Community Services BCF - STFT community contract
Kate Hudson Acute Acute Commissioning Gateshead Health NHS Foundation Trust
Kate Hudson Acute Acute Commissioning The Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
Kate Hudson Acute Acute Commissioning City Hospitals Sunderland NHS Foundation Trust
Kate Hudson Primary Care Prescribing Centrally Held drugs
Kate Hudson Acute Acute Commissioning South Tyneside NHS Foundation Trust

Total Resources 243,461,000
RUNNING COSTS

Christine Briggs Aaron Tucker/Jo Farey Admin and Business support
Christine Briggs Primary Care Support
Christine Briggs Aaron Tucker/Jo Farey Commissioning
Christine Briggs Education & Training
Christine Briggs Aaron Tucker/Jo Farey IM&T
David Hambleton CEO/Board office
David Hambleton Chair and Non execs
David Hambleton Clinical Support
David Hambleton Admin Projects
Jeanette Scott-Thomas Quality Assurance
Kate Hudson Caroline Bannon Estates and Facilities
Kate Hudson Caroline Bannon Finance
Kate Hudson Caroline Bannon Admin Reserve

0

Kate Hudson SURPLUS

Opening allocation 243,461,000

Budget Holders delegated budgets
2016/17



CCG delegated limits to Council for CHC/Children’s CC and BCF contracts – 2017/18 South Tyneside 
CCG 

The proposed scheme of delegations for the following key areas is as follows: 

Contract Type signed 
contract by 
CCG 

Authorisation 
of requisition 
and receipting 
of service on a 
monthly basis 

Contract  Over / Under 
Performance  

    
    
    
    
    
Better Care Fund Yes - Signed 

section 256 
in place 
with agreed 
payments 
value 

All requisitions 
can be 
processed by 
contract 
manager in line 
with rules as 
identified in 
the ISFE.  

n/a 

CHC/S117/FNC/LD 
packages of care 
Children’s CC 

Yes - Signed 
section 75 
in place 

All requisitions 
can be 
processed by 
contract 
manager in line 
with rules as 
identified in 
the ISFE.  

Only if the section 75 covers, any 
individual continuing care packages 
above £32,000 (pro rata) will 
require individual CCG approval.  

 



CCG delegated limits to NECS for healthcare contracts – 2016/17 South Tyneside CCG 

The proposed scheme of delegations for the following key areas is as follows: 

Contract Type signed 
contract by 
CCG 

Authorisation 
of requisition 
and receipting 
of service on a 
monthly basis 

Contract  Over / Under 
Performance  

Acute/Community/Mental 
Health/999/PTS/ 
contracts 

Yes - Signed 
standard 
NHS 
contract is 
in place, 
which 
includes an 
agreed 
monthly 
payment 
profile 

All requisitions 
can be 
processed by 
contract 
manager in line 
with rules as 
identified in 
the ISFE. This 
does not 
require 
additional 
authorisation 
from CCG. 

NECS can authorise additional 
payment / credit up to £50,000 
without additional authorisation 
from CCG for each contract. 
Amounts above £50,000 would 
require CCG approval. 
 
Excluded from the above is where a 
service is currently not 
commissioned from the provider. A 
variation, authorised by the CCG is 
required. 

AQP Yes - Signed 
standard 
NHS 
contract is 
in place 
with zero 
activity and 
financial 
value 

All requisitions 
can be 
processed by 
contract 
manager in line 
with rules as 
identified in 
the ISFE. This 
does not 
require 
additional 
authorisation 
from CCG. 

NECS can authorise additional 
payment / credit up to the overall 
budget agreed by CCG. Budgets will 
be reviewed monthly and reset 
where appropriate. 
 
If budget is exceeded, CCG approval 
will be required for payment above 
2% or £50,000 whichever is the 
lowest for each service line ie AQP 
Adult Hearing (not provider level) 

NCAs including PTS NCAs 
(all other PTS will be 
covered above) 

No signed 
contract in 
place.  
 

Requisition not 
required. 

NECS can authorise additional 
payment / credit up to the overall 
budget agreed by the CCG. Budgets 
will be reviewed monthly and reset 
where appropriate. 
 
NCAs with an individual value above 
£10,000 will require CCG approval. 
 
Individual charges below £1,000 will 
not be checked and processed. A 
random sample will be carried out 
during the year, plus a list will be 
produced every month to check for 
any anomalies. 
 
Emergency Air 
ambulances/decompression 
chambers above £50,000 will 
require CCG approval. 
 
PTS air ambulance/transport above 
£500 will require CCG approval. 

Enhanced Services Yes – signed 
enhanced 

All requisitions 
can be 

NECS can authorise additional 
payment / credit up to the overall 



service 
agreement 
in place 

processed by 
contract 
manager in line 
with rules as 
identified in 
the ISFE. This 
does not 
require 
additional 
authorisation 
from CCG. 

budget agreed by CCG. Budgets will 
be reviewed monthly and reset 
where appropriate. 
 
If budget is exceeded, CCG approval 
will be required for payment  for 
each service line i.e. minor aliments 
(not  at provider level) 

Continuing Healthcare 
Agreements including 
Children’s continuing 
care. 

Yes - Signed 
standard 
NHS 
contract is 
in place 
with zero 
activity and 
financial 
value 

All requisitions 
can be 
processed by 
contract 
manager in line 
with rules as 
identified in 
the ISFE. This 
does not 
require 
additional 
authorisation 
from CCG. 

NECS can authorise additional 
payment / credit up to the overall 
budget agreed by the CCG. Budgets 
will be reviewed monthly and reset 
where appropriate. 
 
Individual continuing care packages 
above £32,000 (pro rata) will 
require individual CCG approval.  
 
 

LA Agreements Yes - Signed 
section 256 
in place 
with agreed 
payments 
value 

All requisitions 
can be 
processed by 
contract 
manager in line 
with rules as 
identified in 
the ISFE. This 
does not 
require 
additional 
authorisation 
from CCG. 

n/a 

LA Agreements Yes - Signed 
section 75 
in place 

All requisitions 
can be 
processed by 
contract 
manager in line 
with rules as 
identified in 
the ISFE. This 
does not 
require 
additional 
authorisation 
from CCG. 

NECS can authorise additional 
payment / credit up to the overall 
monthly budget agreed by CCG. 
Budgets will be reviewed monthly 
and reset where appropriate. 
 
Only if the section 75 covers, any 
individual continuing care packages 
above £32,000 will require 
individual CCG approval.  
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Enclosure 8 
 
 
 
 
 

DRAFT Budget Proposal 2017/18 
 
 

1. Reason for the Report  
 

The CCG has produced a draft high-level budget for 2017/18 based on the 
allocations and rules that were published by NHS England (NHSE) in 
December 2016 
 
A revised and updated final budget will be brought to the next Governing Body 
in May for information and further endorsement.   
 
However, it is important that prior to the start of the financial year the 
Governing Body is assured that plans are in place to ensure the CCG delivers 
its statutory responsibilities in relation to management of its allocation. 
 
The CCG has submitted to NHS England a balanced financial plan that meets 
all business rules based on the budgets outlined in this paper.  
 

2. 2017/18 Opening Budget Proposal 
 
Appendix 1 shows the CCG high level budget proposal for the CCG 
commissioning budget.  This is shown in the format of a source and 
application statement – i.e. the top section demonstrates the elements of the 
CCG allocation and the bottom section demonstrates the intended application 
of the allocation.   
 
The CCG is expected to deliver 1% surplus in year, each year.  The return of 
the surplus achieved in 16/17 has not been included within the opening 
budgets and will be returned by NHSE non-recurrently in year.  
 
A new business rule has been introduced for 2017/18. The CCG must hold 
0.5% of the total allocation as a system risk reserve, instead of the 1% 
allocated in 2016/17. 
 
The commissioning round was brought forward this year to December.  As a 
result, the most recent contract values agreed are included, as well as uplifts 
to CHC and prescribing budgets. 
 
It should also be noted that as discussed previously with the Governing Body, 
the CCG has an efficiency programme totalling £7.5m for 2017/18. 
 
Appendix 2 shows the CCG running cost budget proposal including the draft 
Service Level Agreement value with North of England Commissioning Support 
service. 
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3. Risks 
Within the opening budgets proposed to the Governing body, the following 
areas of financial risk should be noted and will be included in the CCG risk 
register:- 
 
 Acute Activity / over-performing areas during 2016/17 
 
During 2016/17 the CCG experienced some pressure on its commissioning 
budgets.  The CCG has allocated sufficient growth funding to the contracts 
and has a number of work streams in place to address the activity pressures 
that are in the system currently.  This remains a high risk area for the 
organisation.   The form of contract agreed with our main Providers may 
provide additional mitigation, this is currently being finalised.  MEDIUM risk. 

 
 Continuing Health Care 
 
Growth in packages of care was seen during 2016/17 and consequently the 
budget has been uplifted by £1.3m.  However there is also a QIPP target for 
CHC of 500k.  There remains a risk that the budget will overspend.  MEDIUM 
risk 
 
 Prescribing Budget 
 
For the draft budgets the prescribing budget has been increased by 7% on 
budget.  There is also a QIPP target of 3.5% or £1m.  Discussions continue 
with the medicines optimisation team regarding efficiency opportunities.  
MEDIUM risk. 
 
 CCG QIPP Programme  
 
The CCG has developed an initial QIPP programme to deliver £7.5m of 
savings in 2017/18.  The QIPP programme will be monitored monthly via two 
routes within the CCG.  The Financial Sustainability Programme Board 
(FSPB) which reviews in detail the QIPP schemes, savings estimates and 
achievement of delivery.  This group will report to the Financial Sustainability 
Executive Group (FSEG) that is chaired by a Lay Member and will hold the 
FSPB to account for scheme delivery and in turn report to the Audit & Risk 
Committee on a quarterly basis. 
 
The majority of the QIPP programme is subject to transformational change 
and therefore remains HIGH Risk. 
 
 Spending budget non-recurrently – change in business rule 
 
The CCG must now hold 0.5% of its allocation as a system reserve; this will 
be monitored quarterly by NHS England.   This is classified as LOW RISK  
 
 Primary Care Delegated Commissioning 

 
The CCG takes on full delegated commissioning of Primary Care (GP 
services) from 1st April 2017/18.  This will involve management of additional 
budget and resources that are currently managed by NHSE.  It is understood 
that there are not currently any pressures identified in the primary care 
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budgets, this will be monitored monthly by the Executive committee and bi-
monthly by the Governing body – MEDIUM risk. 
 
 Better Care Fund (BCF) 

 
A section 75 agreement is under development with South Tyneside Council to 
underpin the BCF pooled budget arrangement.  Within this there is limited 
element of risk share between the two organisations – MEDIUM risk. 
 
 Running Costs 

 
The CCG has a small running cost allocation that has been reduced 
immaterially this year and over the next 4 years it will have diminished by 
£68k (2%). We will continue to monitor the expenditure in year as the CCG is 
not permitted to overspend this allocation.  This remains a LOW risk.  
 

 
4. Recommendation 
 

The Committee is requested to: 
 
i) Consider this report and note the risks and their ratings; 
ii) Approve the draft commissioning and running costs budgets for 

2017/18. 
 
 

Kate Hudson 
Chief Finance Officer  
March 2016 
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APPENDIX 1 
 

 
 
 

Opening Commissioning Budget including growth 245,745,350
Running Cost Allocation 3,288,650

RECURRENT ALLOCATION 249,034,000

Non recurrent adjustment -876,000 

IN YEAR ALLOCATION 248,158,000

Commissioning Budgets
ACUTE  
Acute Commissioning South Tyneside NHS Foundation Trust 81,647,000
Acute Commissioning City Hospitals Sunderland NHS Foundation Trust 22,463,640
Acute Commissioning The Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust 12,328,836
Acute Commissioning Gateshead Health NHS Foundation Trust 8,581,253
Acute Commissioning County Durham and Darlington NHS Foundation Trust 1,239,399
Ambulance Services North East Ambulance Service NHS Foundation Trust 4,940,618
Acute Commissioning Northumbria Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust 478,358
Acute Commissioning South Tees NHS Foundation Trust 195,090

131,874,196

NCAs/OATs NCA's Non contracted activity 909,632

OTHER ACUTE
Acute Commissioning Readmissions 1,150,000
Clinical Assessment and Treatment Centres Other Acute providers 1,320,508
Acute Commissioning CEOV 300,000

2,770,508

Subtotal 135,554,335

MENTAL HEALTH 
Mental Health Contracts NTW Mental health 21,886,638
Mental Health Contracts South Tyneside NHS Foundation Trust (lifecycle) 3,356,158
Mental Health Services – Other South Tyneside Council - Section 117 3,187,985
Mental Health Services – Adults Out of Area and Step Down 1,199,201
Subtotal 29,629,982

COMMUNITY HEALTH
Community Services South Tyneside NHS Foundation Trust 6,733,258
Community Services Connect MSK service 1,030,200
Community Services The Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust 164,381
Community Services City Hospital Sunderland - Audiology AQP 241,344
Community Services AQP 1,012,407
Carers Carers budget- other 179,809
Hospices Hospice's 889,504
Community Services Other Community providers 115,163
Subtotal 10,366,065

APPLICATION OF FUNDS

NHS SOUTH TYNESIDE CCG DRAFT BUDGET 2017/18
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CONTINUING CARE
CHC Adult Fully Funded South Tyneside LA 11,094,377
Continuing Healthcare Assessment & Support STLA S75 for CHC provision 300,000
Continuing Healthcare Assessment & Support STLA pressure relief and equipment store 893,535
CHC Children Children's budget 1,905,015
Funded Nursing Care South Tyneside LA 811,495
CHC Risk Pool NHSE 377,000
CHC Adult Fully Funded Various contracts -Other providers 3,250,740
Subtotal 18,632,162

PRIMARY CARE
Local Enhanced Services Various - enhanced services 294,125
Over 75's Various   772,800
Prescribing GP prescribing 28,350,556
Prescribing Centrally held drugs 760,000
Prescribing Other contracts 68,800
Out of Hours Out of Hours 700,591
Oxygen Oxygen 685,031
Medicines Management - Clinical Medicines Management - Clinical 297,120
GPIT NECS 434,000
Subtotal 32,363,023

OTHER
NHS 111 NEAS - NHS 111 519,849
Recharges NHS Property Services Ltd Propco 941,946
Exceptions & Prior Approvals IFR/Funding requests 350,000
Interpreting Services Interpreting Services 89,669
Patient Transport NEAS patient transport 1,388,074
Patient Transport Various providers 41,415
Counselling Various providers 36,168
Reablement Readmissions/Reablement 0
Safeguarding Safeguarding boards 239,941
Subtotal 3,607,062
BCF
STFT community contract 7,430,570
Contribution to Local Authority 4,534,900
Performance fund 705,000

Subtotal 12,670,470

RESERVE
Commissioning Reserve Commissioning Reserve   1,227,250
Non Recurrent Reserve New business rule - System reserve 1,212,000
Commissiong Reserve Resilience 998,000
Surplus Surplus
Subtotal 3,437,250

QIPP
Budget efficiencies
Contractual changes
Transformation programme -1,391,000 
Subtotal -1,391,000 

Total Commissioning Budget 244,869,350
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RUNNING COSTS
Admin and Business Support To be agreed 1,612,798
CEO 484,116
Chair & NEDS 126,517
Clinical Support 238,434
Commissioning 332,162
Estates and facilities 80,000
Finance 175,048
Quality Assurance 77,308
Admin Projects 100,000
Other 62,267
TOTAL Running Costs 3,288,650

TOTAL Recurrent Budget 248,158,000
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Planning and Commissioning Deliverables 2017/18 
 
1. Introduction 
 
This paper follows on from previous updates and outlines progress in terms of the 
key deliverables and underpinning arrangements, along with the governance 
arrangements, to track progress, interdependent with the delivery of the CCG’s QIPP 
plan. An overview of the schemes is provided along with a summary of risks to 
delivery. Members are asked to note progress in terms of mobilisation of the delivery 
plan to date and to approve the proposal to provide quarterly updates to Members. 
 
Additionally, through the planning round the CCG is required to make specific 
commitments in terms of performance trajectories. Information is included within this 
report to set out the current position in this context, for the information of members. 
 
Finally, the report also provides an update around Better Care Fund (BCF) planning 
requirements. 
 
2. Priorities for delivery 17/18 

 
2.1. Commissioning Priorities for 17/18 
 
Attached at Appendix 1 is the CCG’s delivery plan outlining high level schemes, 
impact and timeline, details of which have been previously been provided to the 
Governing Body through development sessions and via previous reports.  
 
The programme of work has been agreed with the Executive Committee and 
accountable leads identified.  There are efficiencies and quality improvements 
anticipated as a result of the delivery of a number of these schemes, many of which 
are designed to deliver more care in the community setting than in the hospital 
setting. 
 
2.2. New Areas of Focus 
 
In order to inform plans for additional schemes, a review of the high level RightCare 
data has been undertaken to identify two further areas with the highest opportunity 
and impact for South Tyneside CCG – Gastro-Intestinal and MSK. This review has 
identified specific areas within these two condition areas that are contributing to 
variation within in the CCG. 
 
Initial discussions have taken place at Informal Executive and the Financial 
Sustainability Programme Board and further work is now being undertaken to look at 
areas of focus within these two areas and reviewing potential impacts of these 
schemes.  
 
2.3. Governance Arrangements 
 
Clear governance arrangements have been developed to monitor progress in 
delivery of the agreed QIPP programme, challenge and constructively hold to 
account those tasked with delivery of QIPP schemes.  
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The Financial Sustainability Programme Board is established as a sub-group of the 
Financial Sustainability Executive Group. The Programme Board has oversight of the 
programme of QIPP reform initiatives at a detailed level linked to ambitions set in the 
two year operating plan; ensuring they remain on track and highlighting deviation 
from plan at the earliest possible opportunity, initiating corrective action or escalating 
as appropriate. 
 
The Financial Sustainability Executive Group (FSEG) is established as a sub-
committee of the Audit and Risk Committee, which is established as a committee of 
the Governing Body of the Clinical Commissioning Group, in accordance with the 
constitution, standing orders and scheme of delegation. FSEG receive assurance 
around delivery of financial sustainability and associated QIPP plan and bring 
challenge into the overall process o ensure plans are on track. FSEG is responsible 
for ensuring that if performance deteriorates that actions are in place to remedy 
performance or to deliver alternative efficiency opportunities.  
 
FSEG provides assurance to Audit and Risk Committee, escalating key issues and 
risks and ensuring mitigating actions are in place. 
 
3. Performance Trajectories 
 
The requirement for the current planning round was to set the following trajectories 
for 2 years, 2017/18- 2018/19:  
 
Constitutional indicators 
Diagnostics Test Waiting Times, Cancer waiting times, Referral to treatment targets, 
A&E waiting times, Ambulance response times.   
 

Governing Body 

Audit & Risk 
Committee 

Financial Sustainability 
Executive Group 

Financial Sustainability 
Programme Board 
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The trajectories which we have set are in line with national standards. Ongoing risks 
relate to the A&E 4 hour standard as well as intermittent issues with cancer waiting 
times.  
 
Mental Health indicators 
Dementia, IAPT indicators, Improve Access Rate to Children and Young People’s 
Mental Health Services, Waiting Times for Routine and Urgent Referrals to Children 
and Young People’s Eating Disorder Services. 
 
The trajectories which we have set are in line with national standards. We are 
reviewing the potential level of risk associated with a number of these indicators, 
information on which will be shared at the next meeting of the CCG Executive 
Committee and any matters of concern will be notified to the Governing Body via 
future performance reports.  
 
Other indicators 
E-Referral Coverage, Personal Health Budgets, Children waiting more than 18 
Weeks for a Wheelchair, Extended access (evening and weekends) at GP services. 
 
Local indicators will apply. It is known that the CCG is in a good position around 
Personal Health Budgets however we are reviewing the potential level of risk 
associated with a number of these indicators, information on which will be shared at 
the next meeting of the CCG Executive Committee and any matters of concern will 
be notified to the Governing Body via future performance reports.  
 
 
Quality Premium trajectories 
The requirement for the quality premium in this year’s planning round was to choose 
one mental health indicator, from a choice of three, and one local indicator from a list 
of Right Care indicators. The timescale for improvement for these measures is one 
year. In selecting these measures we reviewed the indicators against strategic 
priorities and ongoing work at the CCG and best opportunity to show improvement 
for our patients. 
 

• Mental health measure chosen: Improve inequitable rates of access to 
Children & Young People’s Mental Health Services. 

 
• Right Care measure chosen: Circulation Problems (CVD) The percentage of 

all stroke patients who receive thrombolysis. 
 

Once again, we are reviewing any risks associated with these indicators for the the 
CCG Executive Committee; any matters of concern will be notified to the Governing 
Body via future performance reports. 
 
4. BCF 
 
There is a national requirement for a refreshed 2-year Better Care Fund (BCF) plan 
to cover 2017/18-2018/19.  Publication of the guidance has been delayed due to 
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ongoing discussions between national partners; however, the planning requirements 
are expected to be similar to previous years.  This includes: 
 

• A pooled budget with funding contributions from both the CCG and the Local 
Authority.  The minimum contribution will increase with inflation, see table 
below: 
 

Minimum BCF contribution from STCCG 
£000s 

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 

12,504 12,728 12,970 

 
•  Meeting national conditions for the BCF, namely: 

- Plan to be jointly agreed with sign-off by the Health and Wellbeing Board 
- The planned spend on Social Care from the CCG allocation should meet 

nationally set levels 
- Meeting a nationally set minimum spend on NHS commissioned out of 

hospital services 
 

• Agreed trajectories for the BCF metrics, which will remain the same as 
previous years: 
- Non-elective admissions to hospital 
- Delayed transfers of care from hospital 
- Permanent admissions to residential or nursing care 
- Effectiveness of reablement 

 
• A narrative plan which details the local vision for integration, key schemes of 

work which will be delivered over the next 2 years to achieve the vision, an 
evidence appraisal of work to date and the schemes planned for 2017-19, and 
a recognition of risks and challenges to the plan. 

 
Additionally in the 2017-19 BCF policy framework, there is an option for local areas 
to look towards ‘graduation’ from BCF.  This is the process for enabling areas that 
have integrated their health and social care commissioning or provision, to the extent 
that they exceed, and will continue to exceed, the requirements of BCF.  Graduation 
from the BCF means that sites would not be required to complete BCF plans or 
quarterly monitoring.  Partners have agreed that South Tyneside is not yet in a 
position to graduate from the BCF, but the plan for 2017-19 will focus on what needs 
to be achieved to ensure we are able to graduate and these discussions are 
underway via the South Tyneside Integration Business Group. 
 
The South Tyneside 2017-19 narrative plan will describe the development of the ‘out 
of hospital’ model, in line with the STP and the New Models of Care spread 
programme which is supporting learning between South Tyneside and Sunderland 
as a Multi-Speciality Community Provider (MCP) vanguard.  Whilst the Governing 
Body has received updates previously around this work including progress around 
integrated community teams, other key elements of this work are shown in the 
diagram below: 
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5. Next Steps 
 
The Governing Body is asked to: 

• Note the contents of this report.  
• Approve the proposal to provide progress updates against the priorities for 

delivery for 2017/18 to Members on a quarterly basis. 
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APPENDIX 1: Delivery Plan 2017/18 
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CCG’s intranet or through NECS Equality and 
Diversity Team 
 
Has an Equality Impact Assessment been 
completed using the equality impact documents 
ensuring that no persons are adversely affected as 
required by the Equality Act 2010 
(Please check the relevant box by double clicking on the box and 
selecting “checked” under the default value heading – only one 
box should be checked.) 

 
QUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
COMPLETED 
Following the implementation of the STCCG 
Quality Strategy (September 2015) it has been 
agreed that a QIA should be undertaken for a 
new proposed service, policy or process or any 
changes to current services which may have an 
impact on quality or experience 
 
Has a Quality Impact Assessment been completed 
using the quality impact assessment tool ensuring 
that they have demonstrated the potential quality 
and safety impact? 

NO YES 
  

If no please specify the reason why: 
 

If yes please complete the below Quality Impact 
Assessment and submit with your report 

 

STCCG Quality 
Impact  Assessment 2  

 

PURPOSE OF REPORT: 
For Information For Approval To Note For Decision 

   

RISK REGISTER 
Is the report subject matter included on the CCG 
Risk Register 

NO   If not updated please specify the reason: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

YES  
If yes please confirm the risk register has 
been updated in accordance with the 
content of this report: 
 
Updated  
Not Update  

  SPONSORING LEAD DIRECTOR APPROVAL: 
Has the Lead Director approved the paper (proof of 
approval must be retained for audit purposes) 

YES  
 

NO  
 

Papers without Lead Director approval will be 
withdrawn from the agenda 

 
  



Primary Care Commissioning – Delegation Agreement 
 
Introduction 
 
Following Council of Practices and Governing Body agreement to all proposed 
arrangements in support of taking on delegated commissioning arrangements for 
primary medical services on behalf of NHS England for 2017/18 application was 
submitted to NHS England on 5 December 2016. 
 
Confirmation has been received in that that South Tyneside Clinical Commissioning 
Group has been approved to take forward these arrangements from 1 April 2017, 
subject to the signing of the Delegation Agreement. 
 
Progress 
 
Constitution Amendments 
 
Subsequent to reports to the Governing Body and following sign off from the Council 
of Practices, a letter of application to amend the Constitution was sent to NHS 
England on 17 February 2017, along with the amended Constitution, summary of 
amendments and the draft Primary Care Commissioning Committee (PCCC) Terms 
of Reference.  All the documents had previously been reviewed by NHS England as 
part of the application for delegated commissioning. 
 
The amendments to the Constitution, which have now been approved, were as 
follows: 
 
• amendments due to practice mergers and GP retirement 
• reference to Joint Committees, incorporating the full proposed wording from 

November 2014 guidance 
• reference to PCCC as Committee of the Governing Body 
• inclusion of PCCC in Scheme of Reservation and Delegation 
 
Notification of approval of amendments was received from NHS England on 6 March 
2017. 
 
Delegation Agreement 
 
The final Delegation Agreement and Guide to Delegation Agreement were received 
on 15 February.  The Delegation Agreement is a national document which cannot be 
amended locally, which sets out the primary medical services functions that will be 
delegated to STCCG and how these should be exercised.  The Agreement has been 
reviewed by CCG officers, after which it was signed by the Chief Executive and 
submitted to NHS England on 8 March 2017.  The Delegation Agreement includes: 
 
• Role of CCG 
• Functions Reserved to NHS England 
• Commissioning 
• Information 



• General including: Financial Provision and Liability; Claims and Litigation; 
Freedom of Information; Conflicts of Interest 

• Schedules 1 – 8 including: Definitions and Interpretations; Delegated Functions; 
Reserved Functions; Financial Provisions and Decision Making Limits;  

 
The Guide to Delegation Agreement is a guide to each of the clauses in the 
Agreement – a summary of the key provisions of the Agreement. 
 
Memorandum of Understanding 
 
This is still being finalised by NHS England and will be forwarded to the CCG in due 
course.  It is anticipated that this will set out in more detail the key areas of 
responsibility between the two organisations as well as the way of working.  Whilst 
the CCG has not yet seen the absolute detail within the MOU, it is not anticipated 
that the NHS England primary medical contracting team will provide any less support 
in terms of contract transactional activity than is currently the case.  
 
Notwithstanding this point, the move to level 3 will undoubtedly create additional 
workload for existing CCG officers and the impact of this will need to be closely 
monitored over the coming months.  
 
Conclusion 
 
Following the signing of the Delegation Agreement South Tyneside Clinical 
Commissioning Group is now in a position to take on delegated commissioning of 
primary medical services from 1 April 2017.  Delegated commissioning offers further 
opportunities to develop more integrated out-of-hospital services and improve the 
quality of primary care, working with NHS England to take forward the new 
arrangements. 
 
The Governing Body is asked to note the contents of this report. 
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South Tyneside Executive Committee 
Minutes of meeting held on Wednesday 25th January 2017 

8.30am to 11.30 am at Monkton Hall, Meeting Room 1 

Present: David Hambleton, Chief Executive (DH) (Chairing meeting) 
Kate Hudson, Chief Finance Officer (KH) 
Jeanette Scott-Thomas, Director of Nursing, Quality & Safety (JST) 
Ros Whitehead, Practice Manager Lead (RW) 
Christine Briggs, Deputy Chief Executive/ Director of Operations(CB) 
Dr Matthew Walmsley, GP Chair (MW) 
Dr Jon Tose, Clinical Director (JT) 

STCCG 
STCCG 
STCCG 
STCCG 
STCCG 
STCCG 
STCCG 

Apologies: Dr James Gordon, Clinical Director (JG) 
Dr Mathew Beattie, Clinical Director (MB) 
Amanda Healy, Director of Public Health (AH) 
Tom Hall, Public Health Consultant (TH) 

STCCG 
STCCG 
STLA 
STLA 

In Attendance Andy Todd, Commissioning Manager (ATodd) 
Ailsa Nokes, Head of Customer Programme (AN) 
Paul Madill, Public Health Consultant (PM) 
Malcolm Allan, Procurement Officer (MA) 
Alyson Williams, Group Audit Manager (AW) 
Jo Farey, Head of Commissioning - Primary & Community Services (JF) 
Darren Archer, Senior Commissioning Manager (DA) 
Jenna Easton, PA/ Senior Admin officer (Minutes) (JE) 

NECS 
NECS 
STLA 
NECS 
NHC 
STCCG 
NECS 
STCCG 

NOTES ACTIONS 
1. Apologies

Noted above

2. Welcome
DH welcomed colleagues to the meeting.

3. Declarations of interest
Declarations of interest were expressed by Dr Mathew Walmsley, Dr Jon Tose
and Ros Whitehead re: item 17 models of care funding.  The chair agreed that
colleagues will remain present during discussions and will remain in the room
during decision making but would not contribute to the overall endorsement of
decisions.

4. 

4.1 

Minutes of meeting held 22nd December 2016 & action log
The private minutes were agreed as an accurate and true record.  The minutes of
the normal business section require a few amendments to accurately reflect
discussions, mainly in regards to the Rose Lodge discussion and prescribing item.

Matters arising from the minutes where highlighted as follows:

NEAS Renal Patient Transport Service contract re-procurement – as per previous
discussions, it was noted that comparisons between FTs regarding patient dialysis
figures present difficultly when extracting specifics from the Newcastle data set,

Agenda Item 2016/133 
Enclosure 11
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4.2 
 
 
4.3 
 
 
 
4.4 
 
 
 
 
4.5 
 
 
4.6 
 
 
 
 
4.7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.8 
 
 
 
 
 
4.9 
 
 
 
4.10 
 
4.11 
 
 
 
 
4.12 

however it does feature as an inclusion within the regional cohort of patients for 
Newcastle.  The committee previously agreed to endorse a regional procurement 
and for NECS colleagues to circulate a briefing to executive members outlining 
associated queries raised.  This item was therefore noted as closed. 
 
The Rose Lodge extract within the minutes was noted to need re-wording which 
the Deputy Chief Executive/Director of Operations agreed to action. 
 
With regards to the request for clarity being sought from NHS Improvement as to 
why the CCG is included with the providers, the Director of Nursing, Quality & 
Safety confirmed this action is an error and has now been removed. 
 
Public Health colleagues have now confirmed Blackpool is the only other outlier in 
regards to mortality that has a hospice as part of their organisation.  The QRG are 
leading on a deep dive exercise and the findings will be shared with the 
committee at a later date. 
 
The formatting of the QPF report has been condensed to touch on key issues 
only. 
 
Deputy Chief Executive/ Director of Operations confirmed communication is 
ongoing to understand the root cause analysis of the breach of a South Tyneside 
patient waiting +52 weeks for treatment.  NECS colleagues have also requested 
guidance for clock stops which continues to be awaited. 
 
VBC IFR – It was noted that the revised Value Based Commissioning Policy has 
been agreed and the CCG is keen to understand the potential impact to activity 
levels.  
The policy has been shared with the LMC early January and was endorsed and 
highly supported.  Formal communication has been circulated to primary care 
colleagues highlighting the fact that this is a regional wide process which is to be 
implemented from April 2017. The committee noted a forthcoming education 
forum session has been scheduled to engage primary care colleagues. 
 
Lymphoedema review: is to be included by the CFO in the Heads of Terms for the 
South Tyneside FT contract.  To be amended to read “The community nursing 
element of Lymphoedema services sit within the STFT Community Contract and 
will be subject to review in line with the terms and Heads of Terms for that 
contract. 
 
The committee agreed the minutes of the last meeting are to be amended in 
terms of the prescribing update item.  The Deputy Chief Executive/Director of 
Operations agreed to re-word. 
 
All actions relating to Pulmonary rehab were noted as completed. 
 
Public Health update – in regards to the question as to whether actual activity 
changes will lead to the development of a QIPP scheme, the Consultant in Public 
Health agreed to discuss further with local authority colleagues.  Further 
information is being awaited. 
 
An update on planning trajectories remains outstanding.  The committee agreed 

 
 

ATodd 
 
 
 

CB 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ATodd 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

KH 
 
 
 

CB 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TH 
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4.13 

this is to be raised at an informal executive meeting. 
 
End of life care work has been cross referenced via the integrated community 
teams to ensure work is incorporated.  This item was noted as closed. 
 

5. Chair’s information 
There is continued scrutiny on South Tyneside A&E performance with weekly 
telephone conference calls ongoing to monitor progress. A national 
announcement is to be made emphasising a number of urgent care priority areas; 
right care right place right time, use of 111 and front of house within A&E.  The 
majority of issues identified within A&E currently lay within the operational aspects 
in the back of house and not due to the number of patients presenting to A&E as 
originally presumed. 
 
Another current priority area is within Learning Disabilities, mainly concentrating 
on patients to be discharged prior to the impending March deadline.  Again weekly 
telephone conferencing is taking place to monitor the overall progress and 
performance and will lead to discussions over the coming months to comprehend 
what can be done within a CCG locality, identify how this can be adapted within 
the delivery of STP and priority areas. 
 
It has been reiterated recently from NHS England that merges between CCGs will 
not ensue because of STP plans; the current arrangements in South Tyneside are 
operating well. 
 
The committee acknowledged the sad news of Samantha Harrison a colleague 
within NECS who recently passed away, condolences have been sent to close 
colleagues and family members. 
 

 
 
 
 

6. Quality and performance report 
Provider management reporting 
As per previous discussions, the performance report has been condensed to 
touch base on key issues only on a monthly basis.   As the report is a work in 
progress document it may be tweaked slightly on an as and when basis. 
 
There is significant pressure within the system particularly Newcastle and CHS; 
both remain significantly over plan with over performance being seen in a number 
of areas. 
 
Looking at the summary slide of activity and spend across all main acute 
contracts, elective activity appears to be significantly lower compared to last 
year’s position.  In terms of non-elective activity, figures have increased from the 
position reported in the same period last year, although has been under plan from 
Month 4 onwards.  
 
Reporting of individual providers will remain a focus of monthly updates with key 
highlights of the contract summary given. 
 
A new slide has been incorporated to showcase a rag rating which indicates if 
each area is over or above plan.  The committee requested that individual 
thresholds are included to provide supporting information in the event this is 
required.  It was noted figures are not based on activity they are based on spend 
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against plan. 
As of next month, an additional slide will be included within the report to allow a 
question and answer style forum which will support discussions of the current 
pressure areas and gauge what actions are being taken to rectify them. 
 
The committee approved of the new reporting style of the QPF and agreed the 
information appears as more beneficial. 
 
Quality update 
Highlights from within the quality report including key achievements and potential 
risks were presented to the committee. 
  

 The Director of Quality and Patient Safety confirmed there are no new 

significant impacts to report this month. 

 A recent CQC focus visit to STFT occurred in January where significant 

assurance was received in relation to improvements were noted regarding 

safeguarding however a number of outstanding issues remain. STCCG is 

awaiting written confirmation from CQC regarding satisfactory 

improvement in relation to the warning notice issued in September 2016.  It 

was noted there is a vacant named doctor for safeguarding children post at 

the trust therefore an interim arrangement with CHS has been put in 

place.  An urgent review of STCCG commissioned designated doctor 

service is underway to provide assurance that the current arrangements 

ensure that the CCG is discharging its statutory duties in relation to 

safeguarding children. 

 A complete restructure has taken place with the executive management 

and structural implementations across both trusts is demonstrating a 

positive impact. A review of governance processes across both trusts is 

underway. 

 A single item agenda QSG is to take place early February to discuss the 

escalated concerns following the issue of the warning notice.  

 The current position with SIRMS reporting remains the same as last 

month.  Additional support is provided to primary care via frequent practice 

visits with CCG commissioning managers. Training is available from NECS 

on request. 

Performance update 
NHS constitutional dashboard: 

 1 patient waiting >52 weeks; additional supporting information continues to 

be sourced from the London based hospital which the patient is waiting to 

be seen at.  

 The delivery of the 8 minute response time standard for ambulance 

services continues to breach the threshold; discussions around 

improvements continue via the A&E delivery board and through the lead 

commissioner, which is Sunderland CCG in our case. 

 3 breaches have been reported in terms of the Cancer 62 day pathways 
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relating to referral s from an NHS screening service.  A root cause analysis 

is to take place by cancer locality group colleagues in the usual way. 

 In terms of the NHS Outcomes Framework; issues continue to around 

higher numbers of admissions to hospital than for the previous year, for 

children and adults.  The new clinical model being developed around 

paediatric services as part of the Path to Excellence Programme will 

present an opportunity to provide a focus on required services in this area.  

 1 case of MRSA was reported for STCCG in November 2016, attributable 

as “community acquired”. 

7. Finance/ QIPP update 
As per previous discussions, a number of slight changes have been made to the 
finance and QIPP report, mainly with the reporting format and highlighted risks. 
The CCG continues to remain on track to deliver the planned 1% surplus figure 
however the overall position is becoming increasingly challenging. 
 
The CFO noted that it is anticipated that the CCG will be asked to release the 
national risk reserve (1% non recurrent) as additional surplus at month 12, 
however this has not yet been confirmed formally.   
 
Risk areas as at month 9 reporting positon were highlighted with acute over 
performance, primary care prescribing and CHC. 
In terms of the risks linked to the children’s packages of care, the committee were 
asked to note that this could potentially present a significant cost implication 
however work is underway to review care options. 
 
A number of key performance issues and actions to manage the positon have 
been included within the report as a mechanism to provide additional assurance.  
 
The committee was asked to note the slight adjustment which has been made to 
the corporate costs due to a revised forecast for exceptions and prior approvals 
(IFR’s). 
 
The CCG has established a financial sustainability executive group (FSEG) that 
will report to the audit and risk committee on a quarterly basis.  The purpose of 
the group is to receive assurance around the delivery of financial sustainability for 
the CCG.  The group will bring challenge to the overall process and closely 
monitor the delivery of the CCG QIPP programme holding the CCG to account. 
 
Overall, committee members were happy with the revised finance report and 
agreed to adopt this format going forward. 
 

 

8. Internal audit 3 year strategic plan 
The CCG strategic and operational plan has not been presented to an executive 
committee meeting for discussion in previous years, however, this creates an 
opportunity for the committee to focus on current priorities outlined within the 
strategic plan. 
 
The plan itself outlines risk areas based on the CCG’s priorities.  It was noted the 
primary care commissioning indicator is shown as a low to medium risk due to the 
current position at level 2, however this will change once the transition to level 3 
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primary care commissioning is complete. 
 
The Deputy Chief Executive/ Director of Operations and Chief Finance Officer 
agreed to review the strategic and operational plan to ensure the CCG’s priorities 
is incorporated. 
 

 
 

CB/KH 

9. Communications and engagement strategy 
The communications and engagement strategy was created in November 2014 
and work has been delivered in line with this strategy over the past two 
years.  The strategy is presented for discussions and formal endorsement.  The 
strategy includes an action plan showing the annual engagement and public 
patient involvement priorities. 
 
It was noted there are a number of communication strands in place to engage the 
public however a more extensive approach is to be applied by the CCG. A 
dedicated development session is to be arranged as part of joint exec/governing 
body development time to consider how effective these strategies are being and it 
was considered that Caroline Latta and Helen Ruffell should be asked to lead on 
the development of this session. The committee were in agreement to endorse 
the strategy for formal sign off. 
Action: To be shared with the named individuals and to liaise around the 
agreement of a date for this session. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CB 

10. Recommended bidder report to be considered for out of hours home visiting 
and telephony service procurement 
Due to the conflict of interest with Dr Mathew Walmsley, the responsibility for 
sponsor ownership of this item has been delegated to Dr Jon Tose.  Dr Mathew 
Beattie was not present at this Executive Committee so had no influence on any 
decision taken. 
 
Today’s discussions follow on from previous months whereby it was agreed the 
current contract would be extended from 31 March 2016 to 30 September 2016 to 
accommodate the original procurement but as clarity was being sought from the 
Vanguard Programme it was necessary to provide a further extension to 31 March 
2017 to provide sufficient time to undertake the procurement. 
The CCG received confirmation that the service provision relating to the Out Of 
Hours (OOH) ‘Speak to Primary Care’ disposition would not be in full operation 
until April 2018.  This therefore created the need to include a Telephony Service 
line within this service for the first year, thereafter the service will merge with the 
Vanguards disposition delivery. 
 
A procurement process took place and was completed in accordance with the 
timescale and objectives set out within the approved strategy.  A total of three 
bids were received, two out of the three bidders were fully compliant and met the 
desired finance and quality criteria. 
The committee were recommended to endorse bidder two due to the submission 
being the most economically advantageous tender received. 
 
A risk was linked to this tender as the mobilisation period would be less than that 
identified by all potential bidders during the market engagement and the 
committee discussed this matter in order to understand the risk but acknowledged 
that the issue was complex due to the initiation of the telephony element.  CCG 
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colleagues highlighted the need for urgent discussions to take place outside of 
today’s meeting to review associated risks and plan next steps once a bidder has 
been approved. 
It was noted responsible ownership will then revert back to Dr MB. 
ACTION: Minutes of the Governing Body are to be reviewed with urgency to 
determine if the decision making element has been delegated to the 
executive committee.  Once the minutes are reviewed, NECS colleagues are 
to be informed for urgent progression. 
 
The committee agreed to proceed with the endorsement of bidder 2 once the 
above action has been completed. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

JT 

11. Progress on commissioning and reform of cancer pathways 
A report was presented by its author to provide the executive committee with an 
update on the issues facing the people living in South Tyneside with regard to 
cancer and how improvements have been delivered through the multi-agency 
cancer locality group.  
Reference was made to the National Strategy which contains the drivers behind 
guidance to the CCG via the NHS planning guidance 2017-2019 the main 
components being: 

 Working with the cancer Alliance to deliver the at scale changes needed for 
cancer care 

 Delivering the NHS constitution 62 day cancer standard 
 Improve 1 year survival 
 Ensure stratified follow up 
 Ensure commissioning of all elements of the recovery package. 
 

A significant opportunity with lung cancer screening has been taken by the CCG 
in developing a pilot across primary and secondary care to provide low dose CT to 
COPD patients to run between January and March 2017 with a plan to roll-out the 
intervention across the whole CCG from April 2017. 
 
Performance is good for 2 week waits and generally good for 62 day target, but 
the breaches occur where patients care is shared with NHS Trusts outside South 
Tyneside.  These breaches are discussed at the Cancer Locality Group and 
lessons are shared.  It is hoped that the cancer alliance may reduce the risk of 
breaches associated with pathways involving more than one FT. 
 

 
 

12. Better care fund Q2 update 
Today’s better care funding update provides information on progress made up to 
the end of September 2016 (Q2) as Q3 data is yet to be finalised. 
The committee were given assurance that the performance areas outlined within 
the report continues to be closely monitored against the BCF metrics and are 
accompanied by key actions to address the issues. Indeed, the Committee noted 
that a number of the BCF metrics had already been discussed as part of the 
Performance Report.  
 
On this basis, the committee agreed to adopt a new reporting arrangement of the 
better care funding update with future reports featuring for information purposes 
only from this point forward. 
 

 

13. CHC proposed future arrangements  
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The enclosure relating to this item had not been shared with NECS colleagues 
and had been subject to a separate circulation.  Ailsa Nokes expressed a conflict 
of interest in this item and vacated the room while the discussion took place. 
 
It was noted that a number of continuing health care updates have featured at 
governing body and executive level in the past to report on the current state, the 
pressures and progress to date. There are a number of escalating issues within 
the current system due to the non-achievement of national standards, increasing 
spend, and a lack of local control due to the need to transact changes through the 
external parties with whom the CCG commissions to provide this service, many of 
which are subject to consistent ongoing dialogue around service improvements 
which are not occurring at the desired pace and thus exposing the CCG to 
unnecessary risk. 
 
After a lengthy debate, the committee agreed the preferable option is to look at a 
complete refresh and re-commissioning of the current arrangements. The Deputy 
Chief Executive/Director of Operations was tasked with leading this work linking 
closely with the Director of Nursing and Quality and the Chief Finance Officer. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

14. Planning and delivery report 
It was noted out of the forty initiatives outlined within the 2016/2017 delivery plan, 
one remains rag rated red which is the re-procurement of pharmacist support to 
Care Homes due to an off-track positon within the timeframe. 
 
The committee agreed to adopt the arrangement that if further information is 
required to support individual priority areas, the lead representative is required to 
attend future meetings on an as and when basis. 
 
The committee noted the importance of the scope of work underway with planning 
and delivery and expressed thanks to colleagues closely involved. 
 

 
 
 

15. NECS governance services: assurance report 
The purpose of today’s update is to highlight the progress and assurance around 
the various elements governance service line delivered by NECS. 
 
In terms of the information governance statutory mandatory training, a potential at 
risk status may occur if staff training is not completed on time.  The committee 
requested that managers actively encourage staff to complete all training within 
the set timeframes to ensure targets are achieved. 
 
The committee recognised that the governance assurance report provides 
valuable information around some of the key aspects of governance which the 
CCG buys from NECS.  A slight alteration is to be made with the title of the 
governance assurance report; ‘update on Information Governance, Health & 
Safety and Equality & Diversity’ to reflect that it is essentially an update.  Action: 
Jenna Easton to convey change in title to Helen Ruffell and NECS 
colleagues. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

JE 

16. NMOC funding and £1.50 head access funding streams in 16/17 
Declarations of interest were made by Dr Mathew Walmsley, Dr Jon Tose and 
Ros Whitehead.  The chair agreed as there is no material conflict of interest that 
colleagues will remain present during the discussion taking into account that this 
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would be a high level update and would not be about specific allocations to 
practices. 
 
STCCG has recently received two sums of funding in 16/17 which are to be fully 
used by 31st March 2017) as follows; New Models of Care - £400k and 
£1.50/head access money (£233k). 
 
The new models of care funding had originated from NHS England via 
Sunderland CCG due their vanguard status.  A sum of £400k had been made 
available non recurrently to South Tyneside to support roll out of initiatives 
contributing to implementation of the community model which takes in integration 
across health and social care as well as primary care at scale.  The funding 
provided the opportunity to move forward at pace across a range of initaitives 
across the partnership linked to integration and primary care. It was proposed that 
authority for spend against this fund be delegated to the Deputy Chief Executive/ 
Director of Operations. 
 
The second funding stream had also been allocated to the CCG non recurrently 
for 16/17 allocated to the delivery of extended access within primary care 
(initiative to be delivered by September 2017).  A small task group has formed to 
take this initiative forward.  It was suggested that £100k from the overall 16/17 
access funding allocation of £233k should be vired to the new models of care 
funding stream, to allow for a bigger pot for general practice innovation 
initiatives.  It was proposed that authority for spend against this fund be delegated 
to the Clinical Director for primary care however not in the case of his own 
practice or a practice with whom his own practice is in collaboration with, and if 
such a conflict arises then delegation will be taken on by either the Deputy Chief 
Executive/ Director of Operations or Chief Finance Officer 
 
The committee agreed both the spend profile in principle and the delegation of 
authority to named officers as above. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

17. Information Governance fact sheets 
IG awareness questionnaires are distributed on a quarterly basis to a random 
selection of CCG staff.  There are currently 40 questions on the IG questionnaire 
with a set “pass” rate of 32/40.  Where a member of staff fails to meet the “pass” 
mark, this will be escalated to the CCGs IG Lead where a fact sheet will be issued 
to the member of staff according to the area of IG where the awareness was 
found to be low. 
The IG team within NECS have drafted a suite of policies to support the 
knowledge and understanding prescribed by the IG Toolkit.  They have been 
written as easily understandable guides that aren’t too onerous to read as some of 
the policies can be.  IG fact sheets will be uploaded to the CCGs sharepoint site 
so that they are available to all staff for access and additional knowledge on the 
following areas: 
 

 Data Protection & Confidentiality 
 Consent & Fair Processing 
 Subject Access Requests 
 Communications 
 Information Asset Register 
 Information Sharing 
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 IT Acceptable Use 
 Smartcards 
 Records Management 

 
18. Public Health update 

The joint health and wellbeing implementation strategy was recently presented to 
the health and wellbeing board for formal ratification. 
 
A number of key primary prevention strands are underway within health; one of 
which the focal is a smoking in pregnancy incentive scheme which will commence 
in March 2017.  A targeted free tobacco NHS regional event is to launch on 
Tuesday 28th February 2017.  ACTION: Supporting event information is to be 
circulated to the committee. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PM 

19. AOB 
It was suggested that sponsors may wish to present future reports to the 
committee to prevent NECS colleagues travelling to Monkton Hall in the event the 
timing of the meeting overruns.  It was agreed for discussions to take place with 
individual sponsors and authors to agree reporting arrangements. 
 

 

20. For Information 
Research and development quarter three report was shared for information and 
assurance purposes. 
 

 

21. Date and Time of next meeting: 
2nd March 2017, 8.30 – 12.00noon at Monkton Hall, meeting room 1 
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Quality and Patient Safety Committee 
Formal 

 
Wednesday 07 December 2016 

13:30 – 16:30 
 

Meeting Room 1, Monkton Hall 
 
Present: 
Stephen Clark  (Chair), Lay Member (STCCG)   SC 
Jeff Gosling   Lay Member, (STCCG)    JG 
Jeanette Scott-Thomas Director of Nursing, Quality and 
    Safety, (STCCG)     JST 
Dr Tarquin Cross  Secondary CARE Consultant, (STCCG)  TC 
Dr Matthew Walmsley CCG Chair, (STCCG)    MW 
Dr David Hambleton Chief Officer (STCCG)    DH 
Dr Vis-Nathan  GP Governing Body Member, (STCCG)  VN 
 
In Attendance: 
Helen Ruffell   Operations and Engagement  
    Manager, (STCCG)     HR 
Michelle Grant  Clinical Quality Manager (NECS)   MG 
Kirstie Hesketh  Head of Quality and Patient Safety (STCCG) KH 
Sharon Thompson  Designated Nurse  
    Safeguarding Adults, (STCCG)   ST 
Andy Sutton   Governance Officer/minutes, (STCCG)  AS 
 
2016/163 Welcome and Introductions 

Members were welcomed to the meeting and introductions were made. 
 
2016/164 Apologies for Absence 

Apologies were received from Jon Tose, GP Clinical Director. 
 
2016/165 Declarations of interest 
 VN declared an interest in relation to item 2016/173: Quality in Care 

Homes/Domiciliary Care. 
 
2016/166 Patient Stories (Verbal) 
  

1. Patient Story Investigation 
Mrs X, a senior citizen, who has a bipolar disorder, addressed the meeting, 
relating her recent experience in seeking medical advice and treatment.  
Mrs X, who receives medication for her condition is retired and while she 
lives independently, is also carer to her adult son who suffers from mental 
health issues.  Mrs X expressed concern that during a six-month period she 
had experienced difficulty in interacting with reception and medical staff at 
her local GP practice.  Although Mrs X had intended to make a formal 

Agenda item 2016/134 

Enclosure 12 
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complaint, on noticing a call for patient stories in the local press she 
resolved to make her personal experiences known to QPSC with a view to 
improvements in service delivery being made that would benefit all patients 
visiting the surgery.   
 
A number of issues were raised in the course of Mrs X relating her story:  
• Some GP appointments and other consultations had been too short.  On 

one occasion Mrs X had been disappointed that a consultation with a 
psychiatrist had been for five minutes only.   

• GP Appointments had not always been readily available at Mrs X’s local 
practice.  On one occasion Mrs X had been advised that to have an 
appointment with a GP she should contact a partner practice.    

• Communication between Mrs X’s local practice and an associated local 
pharmacy had been ineffective.  On one occasion, when Mrs X had 
been prescribed a higher 10mg dose of Prozac, and following an email 
message to the pharmacy, Mrs X had been prescribed an incorrect dose 
of 15mg.    

• The local practice operated a rigid working arrangement that required 
patients to ring for appointments at certain times of the day.  On one 
occasion, following an incident when Mrs X had suffered a seizure at a 
counselling session at WHiST (and subsequently attended A&E), she 
had been advised that to obtain a follow-up GP appointment she should 
contact the practice by 9am the following morning.   

• Reception staff at the local practice appeared to not fully understand all 
patient needs.  On one occasion when Mrs X had advised reception staff 
that she had been unwell and unable to call the practice prior to 9.00am, 
she had been dealt with in an unsympathetic manner.  

• Reception staff at the local practice appeared to have insufficient time to 
devote to patients.  On one occasion, when Mrs X had been advised that 
only one appointment time was available, reception staff had not 
provided a good service and not made Mrs X aware of alternative 
solutions available to her e.g. the NHS 111 service, the 999 (in the event 
of an emergency) and a telephone appointment with a GP.  

• Reception staff at Mrs X’s local practice appeared to not have the 
appropriate skills to interact with patients with mental health issues. 

• Reception staff at Mrs X’s local practice represented a barrier between 
patients and medical staff.  Staff appeared to be protective of GP time to 
the detriment of patients. 

 
These issues notwithstanding, during the course of Mrs X relating her story, 
a number of positive points had been highlighted: 
• Mrs X had faith in one particular GP whom she judged as being caring, 

understanding and supportive. 
• Mrs X was pleased that the practice had systems to seek redress e.g. a 

complaints procedure (even though she decided against using it) and 
the patient story initiative. 
 

In discussion, members suggested a range changes that when 
implemented would improve the patient experience: 
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• The facility for patients to request a telephone appointment with their 
GP. 

• The facility for patients to request an appointment with a GP of their 
choice. 

• That reception staff be required to undertaking regular training and 
assessment to ensure the provision of a high-class service to patients, 
and more specifically to have the required skills to interact with 
vulnerable patients. [HR advised that reception staff did benefit from 
monthly training sessions.  In addition, the next meeting of the Council of 
Practices was to consider the issue of training for reception staff.] 

 
Resolved:  
i) That Mrs X’s local practice be advised of the recommendations 

suggested by QPSC (see above); 
ii) That the patient story be shared with all practice managers at their 

next group meeting, with feedback being reported to the next 
formal meeting of QPSC; 

iii) HR to maintain contact with Mrs X to seek her views on her QPSC 
experience and to determine if any support was available to Mrs X 
in her role as her son’s carer.  

    
2016/167 Any Other Business 
  No additional items were signalled for consideration at the meeting. 
 
2016/168 Minutes of the last meeting (Enclosures 1a, 1b and 1c) 
   

i) Minutes of the formal meeting of 05.10.2016 (Enclosure 1a)  
Two minor amendments were made to the minutes, both in Minute 
2016/140: Patient Stories: 
- Page 3, bullet 10: to refer to Mrs C’s handbag having gone missing ‘in 

transit’ and not ‘during her stay’.   
- Page 3, bullet 12: to refer to ‘Haven Court’ and not ‘Haden Court’. 

 
Resolved:   
That the minutes of the 05.10.16 formal meeting of the Quality, Patient 
Safety Meeting be approved subject to AS making the required minor 
amendments. 
 

ii) Minutes of the informal meeting of 02.11.2016 (Enclosure 1b)  
The committee required the minutes be reviewed so as to more accurately 
reflect the conduct of business and the discussions that had taken place.  

 
Resolved:   
That JST/AS review the minutes of the 02.11.2016 informal meeting, 
which when amended would be resubmitted to the next informal 
meeting of QPSR.  

 
iii) Key Assurances from the QPSC Committee (Enclosure 3) 

The committee considered the summary report of its work in October and 
November 2016, which was to be submitted to the 26.01.2017 meeting of 
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the CCG Governing Body. The report, which demonstrated that QPSC had 
discharged its duties in ensuring that safe effective services were being 
commissioned and that areas of concern and/or risk had been identified and 
remedial actions implemented, was to be amended to incorporate any 
amendments subsequent to the review of the minutes of the 02.11.2016 
informal meeting.  

 
Resolved:    
That JST review the Key Assurance report, making any necessary 
changes subsequent to the revision of the minutes of the 02.11.2016 
informal meeting.  The Key Assurance report would be reconsidered at 
the next formal meeting of QPSR prior to onward submission to the 
26.01.2017 meeting of the CCG Governing Body. 

 
2016/169 Matters Arising 
 

Outstanding items – Action log (Enclosure 2) 
 

Item Status Action 
2016/46 Quality in Care 
Homes/Domiciliary Care  

Ongoing discussions were taking place, 
particularly in relation to related financial 
implications.  
Update: provided in Enclosure 6. 

CS 

2016/51 Continuing 
Healthcare Update 
(CHC) 

JW to provide MG with wording 
regarding which training needs were to 
be completed and provide the relevant 
link to staff training. 
Update: staffing difficulties had 
continued to be experienced.  It was 
anticipated that these would be 
resolved through the engagement 
and training of new staff by end-
February 2017. 

JW 

2016/112 Quality v CIP 
Assurance 

The committee noted ‘partial assurance’ 
which was received with the 
understanding that additional assurance 
will be provided in a QPSC meeting 
once the discussions have taken place 
between the CCG’s and the FT’s. 
Update: it was anticipated that 
2016/17 assurance would be finalised 
by end-February 2017 and therein 
enable contract sign-off.  Thereafter 
QPSC would concentrate on 2017/18 
assurance. 

JST 

2016/118 Quality and 
Safety Risk 
Management 

The risk rating for STFT reorganisation 
to be reviewed and potentially 
increased. 
Update: a new corporate risk (1649) 
had been added to the CCG Risk 

JST 
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Register: ‘As a result of lack of 
assurance to the CCG from STFT 
with regard to their statutory 
safeguarding responsibilities, there 
is a risk that safeguarding concerns 
are not identified/ recognised.  This 
could result in harm to adults and 
children. 

2016/134 Patient Stories 
Impact on Change 

HR to discuss both evaluation and 
outcome indicators for the integrated 
community teams project. 
Update: At this stage little evaluation 
data was available. 

HR 

2016/142 Enclosure 3 JST to present/report verbally on STFT 
continuing healthcare issues and time 
limits to be addressed. 
Update: STFT had agreed to 
prioritise all outstanding work items, 
which were to be completed with the 
help of newly appointed staff. 

 

 
Tarquin Cross joined the meeting. 
 
Patient Safety Clinical Effectiveness 

 
2016/170 CQUIN Review 2016/17 for Quarter 2 Report (Enclosure 3) 

Members considered a report summarising progress made in Q2 2016/17 in 
commissioning for quality and innovation (CQUIN) against the 2016/17 
Schedule, and highlighting those issues that had been achieved and those that 
were being carried forward.  Of most importance was the implementation by 
NECS of the new CQUIN tool, which was expected to be in use for Q3 
reporting. 
 
Of the 4 national CQUIN indicators, attention was drawn to: 
- Indicator 2a: Sepsis, where STFT was to submit an audit of achievements; 

as a consequence payment had been deferred to Q3.  
- Indicator 4b: Empirical Review, where agreement had been given to pay as 

against a threshold of 50%, STFT had reviewed 94% of cases. 
 
Of the 4 local CQUIN indicators, attention was drawn to: 
- Indicator 1: Integrated Community Teams, where Q2 payment had been 

deferred to Q3 as a consequence of the Q2 requirement for care planning 
documents to be used for all new patients, which would now not be 
implemented until Q3.   

 
Resolved:  
That the report be noted. 
 

2016/171 Quality Overview Report (From the QPF) (Enclosure 4) 
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The committee received a report summarising the Quality element of the 
Integrated Quality and Provider Management presentation for December 
2016.  Included was a monthly overview of risks associated with the CCGs 
commissioned services, which highlighted both hot spots and areas of good 
practice had arisen since the previous report, together with assurance of the 
action being taken to mitigate risks and maintain patient safety.  
 
Key changes that had occurred since the last report were: 
 
South Tyneside NHS Foundation Trust (STFT)  
 
- NHS England Quality Dashboard (October 2016 data release) 

One new risk had been added, reflecting the Trust now being below 
standard for Cancer 62 day waits (urgent GP referrals).  
Existing risks previously reported, including Summary Hospital level 
Mortality Indicator (SHMI), Hospital Standardised Mortality Ratio (HSMR), 
staff sickness and NRLS-Proportion of reported incidents that are harmful. 
The Trust remained below standard for A&E 4 hour performance and 
showed a deteriorating performance. 
 

- Care Quality Commission (CQC) inspection 
A focused inspection at South Tyneside District Hospital had been carried 
out on 27 and 28 July 2016, reviewing processes, procedures and 
practices for safeguarding children and young people. The report 
published on 28 October 2016 highlighted a number of areas of poor 
practice, and as a consequence the Trust was now required to make 
related improvements. STFT had stated that not all CQC ‘must do’ actions 
would be completed by the October deadline; some would require a 
change in organisational culture, something that it had suggested could 
only be effected in the longer term.  STFT was to work with the local CQC 
team to agree a timeline.  
 

- Serious Incidents (SI) 
The timely submission of SI reports remained a challenge. Two 72-hour 
reports and fifteen 60-day reports remained outstanding from April 2016 
and one Never Event (the subcutaneous administration of oral oxycodone) 
had been reported in November.  
 

- Safety Thermometer 
STFT was below the national average for the % of harm-free care in 
October 2016; this being driven by the incidence of pressure ulcers.  

 
Northumberland Tyne and Wear NHS Foundation Trust (NTWFT) 
 
- Safer Staffing 

August 2016 data indicated two areas with nurse staffing that were below 
75% at Northgate Hospital and Rose Lodge. There were, however in both 
instances corresponding care staff overfills.  There were also two areas 
where levels of care staff were less than 75%, with only one 
corresponding nursing staff overfill.   
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City Hospitals Sunderland NHS Foundation Trust (CHSFT) 
 
NHS England Quality Dashboard (August 2016 data release) 
One new risk had been added to the dashboard, which reflected the Trust 
being an outlier for Weekend HSMR - Non-Elective.  
Existing risks previously identified, included the Trust’s status as an outlier for 
HSMR and the number of MRSA cases.  
The Trust was below standard for i) Cancer 62 day wait (urgent GP referrals), 
ii) A&E 4 hour waits, and iii) cancelled operations - 28 day target.  
For the third month in succession CHS was an outlier for HSMR.  
 
Serious Incidents (SI) 
Timely submission of SI reports continued to be a challenge.  Sixteen 60-day 
reports remain outstanding from April 2016 to date.  
 
North East Ambulance Service (NEASFT)  
 
- Care Quality Commission (CQC) inspection 

Following its announced visit to the Trust in April 2016 and its 
unannounced visit in May 2016, CQC’s resulting report of 1 November 
2016 gave NEAS an overall rating of ‘good’. In addition CQC had identified 
6 areas where NEAS ‘must’ take action and 5 where action ‘should’ be 
taken. 
 

- Emergency Care Performance 
In September 2016 an increase in emergency care performance had been 
realised. Whilst Red 1 performance had decreased to 63.24%, Red 2 
performance had increased to 65.78% and Red 19 to 91.31%.  All three 
indicators remained below national targets.  National benchmarking data 
for August 2016 demonstrated that NEASFT was one of the lowest Red 1 
performances, yet had remained above the England average for Red 2.  
Of the eight trusts currently reporting performance against the three 
national standards, NEAS was fourth highest for Red 2 and Red 19 
performance in August 2016. 
 

- Clinical Audit Dashboard 
NEASFT had presented its Clinical Audit Dashboard to its Board on 27 
October 2016, it being above the national average for 6 out of 8 
Ambulance Quality Indicators for the latest published data (May 2016).   

 
Resolved:  
That the report be noted. 

   
2016/172 Quarterly Quality Report 
 

i) Acute and Community Services (Enclosure 5a) 
The committee considered the regular quarterly update report on Acute 
Health Service Clinical Quality.  Key issues were highlighted alongside 
assurances mitigating actions that were being undertaken where 
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appropriate. The report, which was based on the CCG’s two main providers, 
STFT and CHSFT, was presented in a revised format and now include 
benchmarking, where possible. 

 
Key issues highlighted for each of the two providers were presented in 13 
categories:  
- NHS England Quality Dashboard (August 2016) 
- Mortality 
- Ambulance Handover Delays  
- Health Care Associated Infections (HCAI) 
- Safety Thermometer  
- National Reporting and Learning System (NRLS) 
- Safer Staffing  
- CQUIN 2016/17 
- FFT A&E 
- Complaints 
- Patient - Led Assessments of the Care Environment - PLACE England 

2016 
- National Cancer Patient Experience Survey 2015 
- Patient Reported Outcome Measures (PROMS) 

 
Committee’s discussion was concentrated on a range of issues, most 
notably: 
• STFT had been in breach of the ambulance handover target since 

December.  A sharp decline had however been seen since June 2016.  
• At STFT in Q1there had been a 5% year-on-year increase in formal 

complaints, this largely due to a delay in the internal approvals process. 
• At an overall Trust level STFT’s score for food had deteriorated.  This 

was thought to reflect an increase in the provision of cold meals. 
• The committee was pleased to note that in the National Cancer Patient 

Experience Survey 2015, STFT had received average rating of 8.8 (10 
being very good). 

 
More generally it was noted that the ongoing service review between the 
CCG’s two main providers constituted not only a drive for efficiency 
savings, but also provided an opportunity to engender improved joint 
service provision and cultural change.  A good example provided was in 
stroke care wherein a combined, centralised service had led to a general 
improvement in care. 

 
Resolved:  
That the report be noted. 

 
ii) Quarterly Quality Report – NEAS (Enclosure 5b) 

The committee considered the quarterly update report on Ambulance 
Service Clinical Quality.  Key issues were highlighted alongside assurances 
that mitigating actions were being undertaken where appropriate. The report 
was based on the performance of the CCG’s main provider, North East 
Ambulance Service NHS Foundation Trust (NEAS).  Key issues highlighted 
for each provider were presented in 6 categories: 
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- Care Quality Commission (CQC) inspection 
- Emergency Care Performance 
- Clinical Audit Dashboard 
- Ambulance handover delays 
- Workforce (recruitment) 
- Workforce (sickness absence) 

 
Committee’s discussion was concentrated on staffing issues, most notably 
NEASFT’s ongoing efforts to achieve a full complement of staff.  The report 
indicated that while in November 2016 NEAS had 225 live vacancies, plans 
were in hand to deliver additional employees through a range of initiatives 
by April 2017, including:  
• 8 former Teesside University students were to join in November 2016. 
• 10 paramedics, currently being assessed were to join by January 2017. 
• 84 Teesside University students were to graduate between September 

2016 and April 2017. 
• 15 internal staff had commenced a 1-year course in August 2016 to 

become Emergency Care Technicians. 
• A number of recruitment activities were underway including an internal 

drive to fill 20 PTS posts. 
• 21 call-taking staff were to commence employment in January 2017 

(following 30 that had begun employment in November 2016). 
While the committee felt some comfort in the broad range of activities being 
taken forward to make good the shortfall in active employees, caution was 
expressed at what were thought to be optimistic targets set by NEAS for new 
staff to begin employment within the current financial year. 

 
Members also stated that while handover rates had improved in recent 
months, there remained much media speculation about the performance of 
the service and it was suggested that the public credibility of the services 
would only be improved in the medium to long-term.   

 
Resolved:  
That the report be noted. 
 
Michelle Grant left the meeting. 

 
2016/173 Quality in Care Homes/Domiciliary Care (Enclosure 6) 

The committee considered a report from South Tyneside Council that 
summarised progress and the related outcomes that had arisen from recent 
quality assessments and monitoring of care providers within South Tyneside.  
All joint QA inspections had now been completed and progress was being 
monitored in relation to each accommodation.  Attention was drawn to progress 
being made in a number of residential schemes: 
 
- The Windsor was awaiting the result of CQC re-inspection. 
- The Meadows was awaiting CQC inspection.  
- Chichester Court was awaiting the report of CQC re-inspection.  
- Seahaven was subject to ongoing monitoring by the commissioning team. 
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- Bedewell Grange’s manager was working with the commissioning team in 
relation to cleanliness in the upstairs unit. 

- Haven Court had been the subject of unannounced visits by the 
commissioning team.  Issues addressed included: staffing, care planning 
and safeguarding reporting. 

- Deneside Court was subject to overarching safeguarding and a 
suspension had been placed on admissions.   

- The Domiciliary Care contract, which was scheduled to end on 28 June 
2017 (with an option to extend), had 7 active care agencies, yet there was 
no option to add more providers until re-tendering.    

- HART had been advised by the safeguarding team on how to improve 
care planning and low level safeguarding notification reporting.   

 
In discussion the committee was satisfied that no default notices had yet been 
served, clarification was sought on preparedness for winter 2016/17.  While 
the availability of beds for patients who may become ill during the course of 
the expected cold spell was being closely monitored, strong concern was 
expressed at the ability of Haven Court which had been expected to be the 
contingency for any overspill requirements.  Consequently, plans in place prior 
to the opening of Haven Court were to be revisited by the winter operations 
group.   
 
Resolved:   
That in light of questions over the ability of Haven Court to act as 
contingency for any additional bed requirements in winter 2016/17, the 
Winter Operations Group was to be requested to review the availability 
of care beds going forward.  

 
Dr Vis-Nathan left the meeting. 

 
2016/174 Quality in Primary Care (Enclosure 7) 

The committee considered a report that provided a detailed overview of quality 
indicators, which had been originally established in the ‘Guidance to Support 
Delivery of Primary Medical Services Assurance Framework’. The report also 
highlighted, by exception, practices judged to require further CCG intervention, 
to assure the quality of primary medical services.  It was acknowledged that 
further intervention and actions was to be considered at the next meeting of the 
CCG’s Primary Care Quality Review and Business Committee.   
 
QPSC’s attention was drawn to the incorporated high level overview which 
indicated that four practices had triggered a number of RAG performance 
indicators and as a consequence were viewed as potential outliers.  Each 
practice: West View, Albert Road. Victoria Medical Centre and Ravensworth 
would be discussed at the next meeting of the CCG’s Primary Care and Quality 
Review Business Committee. 
 
Resolved:   
That the report be noted. 
 

2016/175 Quality and Safety Risk Management Report (Enclosure 8) 
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The Committee considered the regular Quality and Safety Risk Management 
report.  Attention was drawn to the recent addition of a new risk – Risk 1649, 
the identification and recognition of safeguarding concerns.  It was noted that 
the CQC had issued STFT with a warning notice; in response STFT had 
commissioned an independent review of safeguarding which would be shared 
with the CCG when complete. 
 
Resolved:   
That the report be noted. 

 
2016/176a Safeguarding Highlight Report (Enclosure 9a) 

The Committee considered a report that summarised the work of the CCG’s 
safeguarding team since the previous meeting of QPSC.  Attention was drawn 
to CQC’s 07.09.2016 inspection of STFT, following which the Trust had been 
issued with a ‘Section 29A Warning Notice’ requiring significant improvement to 
be made in the safeguarding of children services.  Remedial action was to be 
undertaken in advance of a planned CQC ‘deep dive’ visit in January 2017. 
 
Resolved:  
That the report be noted.  

 
2016/176b ‘A Cry for Help’ Summary Report (Enclosure 9b) 

The Committee received for information and discussion an executive summary 
of a Safelives policy report ‘A Cry for Help’ on domestic abuse. 
 
Resolved:  
That the report be noted. 

 
2016/177a Safeguarding Adults Policy (Enclosure 10a) 

Resolved:  
That the revised ‘Safeguarding Adults Policy’ be noted. 

 
2016/177b Safeguarding Children’s Policy (Enclosure 10b) 

Resolved:  
That the revised ‘Safeguarding Children Policy’ be noted. 

 
2016/178 Quality Surveillance Group Feedback (Enclosure 11) 

JST reported feedback from the most recent meeting of the Quality 
Surveillance Group.  While mortality issues had been discussed, the CCG was 
aware of the associated mitigating circumstances.  In relation to safeguarding 
children, it was noted that STFT was to be the subject of a CQC ‘deep-dive’ 
visit in January 2017. 

 
Resolved:  
That the report be noted. 
 
Governance 

 
2016/179 Cycle of Business (Enclosure 12) 

Resolved:  
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That QPSC’s Cycle of Business for the remainder of 2016/17 be noted. 
 
2016/180 Updated Mental Capacity Act 205 (MCA) and Deprivation of Liberty in a 

domestic setting (DOLS) Policies (Enclosure 12a and 12b) 
Resolved:  
That the updated MCA and DOLS policies be noted. 

 
Minutes of Sub-groups / items for information 

 
2016/181 HCAI Improvement Group: 28.09.2016 (Enclosure 13) 
 
2016/182 Quality Review Groups 

STFT - 10.08.2016 (Enclosure 14a) 
CHS – 15.09.2016 (Enclosure 14b)  

  NTW – 25.08.2016 (Enclosure 14c) 
 
2016/183 Cancer Locality Committee – 25.08.2016 (Enclosure 15) 
 
2016/184 Audit and Risk Committee (07.06.2016) (Enclosure 16) 
 

Resolved:  
That the minutes of the six sub-committees in Minutes 2016/181 - 
2016/184 be received and taken as read. 

 
2016/185 Any Other Business 
  No other business was raised or conducted at the meeting. 
 
Date and time of next meetings 
 
Informal      Formal 
Date:   Wednesday 04 January 2017 Date:   Wednesday 01 February 2017 
 
Venue:  Meeting Room 1   Venue:  Meeting Room 1 
    Monkton Hall      Monkton Hall 
Time:   1.30pm – 4.30pm   Time:   1.30pm – 4.30pm 
 
 
 
AES, Governance Officer 
December 2016 
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Enclosure 13 
Agenda Item 2016/135 
 

Audit and Risk Committee 
 

6th December 2016 
09:00 – 10:30 

 
Meeting Room 1, Monkton Hall 

 
Present: 
Paul Morgan Lay Member and Chair, STCCG   PM 
Stephen Clark    Lay Member and Deputy Chair, STCCG  SC 
Jeff Gosling    Lay Member, STCCG    JG 
 
In Attendance: 
Kate Hudson    Chief Finance Officer, STCCG   KHu 
Matthew Walmsley   CCG Chair, STCCG     MW 
Sinead Walker Governance Officer /minutes, NECS  SW 
Andy Sutton New Governance Officer, STCCG  AS 
Cameron Waddell    Partner and Engagement Lead, Mazars  CW 
Cathie Eddowes Manager, Mazars     CE 
Alyson Williams Group Audit Manager, Audit One   AW 
Christine Briggs   Deputy Chief Exec/Director of Operations,  

STCCG      CB 
Debra Elliott    Senior Governance Manager   DE 
 
Apologies: 
Stuart Fallowfield Director of Audit, Audit One    SF 
 
 
2016/59 Welcome and Introductions 

All members were welcomed to the meeting.  
 

2016/60 Apologies for Absence 
As noted above. 
 

2016/61 Declarations of Interest 
2016/67 – External Audit update – Cameron Waddell and Cathie Eddowes 
expressed a declaration.  The committee agreed they would hear item 2016/69 – 
Progress report by Cameron Waddell ahead of 2016/67 then Cameron and Cathie 
would leave the meeting.  
 

2016/62 Minutes of the Last Meetings: 
13th September 2016 (Enc 1) 

 
For item 2016/46 (page 2), two typing errors were noted.  The sentence should 
read “The LCFS liaises with Internal Audit Management Colleagues on an on-
going basis”. 
 

  Action:  SW to make amendment.  
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Action: The Committee approved the minutes. 
 
Action Log (Enc 2) 
Item 2016/29 was noted as complete. 
Item 2016/32 was noted as still in progress. 
 
Governance  

2016/63 Governance Assurance report (Enc 3) 
 
  Risk management report 

The report focuses on data from 1st July 2016 – 30th September 2016 (Quarter 2, 
2016/17). 
 
Claims Management Activity 
There have been no claims in Quarters 1 and 2, 2016/17. 
 
Legal Services Activity 
There has been one request for legal advice and this is still in progress. 
 
Incident Management & Reporting 
Two non-clinical information governance incidents were reported between 1July 
and 30 September 2016. 

 

 Number of 
incidents 
reported 

Cause Group Status 

Quarter 1 1 Information governance Closed 

Quarter 2 2 Information governance  Closed  

 
 
Risk Management 
The NECS Governance Team continues to work closely with the CCG and there 
has been training provided within this period to CCG staff. 
 
Debra Elliott leaves the meeting. 

 
2016/64 Risk management report   

In accordance with agreed policy, “Extreme, High and Moderate” risks are 
reported to the Audit and Risk Committee on a quarterly basis. 
 
Risks  
Two amber risks have now been removed from the register which related to 
Mental Capacity Act assessments (MCA) and the Deprivation of Liberty (DOL’s).  
It was noted that the CCG has appointed Sharon Thompson as the new 
Safeguarding Lead. 

   
It was reported that all Continuing Healthcare retrospective cases were completed 
within the required timeframes. 
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One new corporate risk (1649) has been added to the register.  The risk relates to 
Safeguarding issues at South Tyneside Foundation Trust and their CQC rating 
that links back to this issue.  The Quality and Patient Safety Committee, which has 
sight of all quality risks, will ensure close scrutiny of this issue.  An updated 
position will be reflected on the register with urgency. 
   
The risk register now has a residual rating of 12 for this issue.  With an initial score 
of 16 and with mitigation actions in place this had brought the score down.  
 
The mitigating actions were detailed in the report and included the single quality 
item meeting which has taken place with the Provider, CQC and NHS England, 
NHSI and various other stakeholders.  This illustrates that the NHS is fully sighted 
on the issues that have been raised by CQC.  There is an action plan being 
developed that all partners are involved with.  There is an agreed action that 
further evidence will be required from the Trust before the end of December 2016, 
to demonstrate progress against the improvements required, including leadership 
and governance.  An update report will be provided to the QRG. 
 
There remain a number of risks on the risk register relating to Continuing 
Healthcare.  Specifically Risk 1286 which relates to national timeframes and the 
challenges that STFT is facing in delivering assessments in line with national 
timeframes. 
Further, Risk 1321 relates to the financial risk facing STCCG with regard to CHC.  
A CHC plan has been drawn up which has a number of components linked to the 
issues on the risk register.  STCCG has put tighter process in place around some 
of the CHC pressure areas issues including fast-tracks.  Some financial benefit 
has already been realised as a result of these process changes. 
 
A report will go to the January meeting of Executive which will set out the number 
of proposals around future arrangements with regards to commissioning of 
continued healthcare. 
 
Local Quality Safety Group (QSG) 
 
The Committee was concerned that the new Chair of the QSG has been in post 
since the last meeting, but regular meetings have not yet been re-established.  
Also the Local Quality surveillance Group meetings have not re-started.  
 
Action: CB to liaise with Jeanette Scott-Thomas. 
 
The Committee highlighted Risk 510 – Looked after Children as a potential red 
risk. 
 
Action:  CB to liaise with Carol Drummond with regards to the Safeguarding 
Team monitoring this very closely. 
 
Christine Briggs left the meeting. 
 

2016/65 Review of Losses / Compensation / Bad debts (Enc 5) 
An update was given on the monies owed by and to the CCG.  
 

  Special Payments  
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During the period of 31st October 2016, there have been no payments made by 
the CCG that would be classified as loss or compensation payments. 
 
Aged Debtors Profile 
There was a total outstanding debt to the CCG of £45,458.  Of the outstanding 
debt invoices to the value of £44,897 have been settled in November 2016, 
restating the balance outstanding at 21st November 2016 to £560. 
 
Aged Creditors Profile 
There was a total outstanding debt to the CCG of £75,160.  Of the outstanding 
debt invoices to the value of £4,329 have been paid in November 2016. 

   
The Committee raised a concern about the debt balance in particular with 
two private companies; Cambian Healthcare Ltd and European Care & 
Lifestyles (UK) Ltd.  It was highlighted to the Committee that CHC is paid on 
a monthly schedule just to make sure that the cash flow gets through to the 
Council then the reconciliation is done.  STCCG would aim to make sure that 
payments were not excessive. 
 
Action:  KHu to speak to Keith Dunn, Senior Finance Manager about the 
concerns raised. 
 

2016/66 Financial control environment assessment (Enc 6) 
It was noted that the report forms part of the CCG’s assurance process.  The 
report is submitted to NHS England on a quarterly basis. 
 
Longer Term Planning 
It was noted that CCG will have difficulty moving to Excellent in the medium term – 
the CCG financial strategy requires extensive savings programme to be delivered 
with consequent risk of delivery.  A Financial Sustainability Executive Group 
(FSEG) will be established and will report into the Audit and Risk Committee.  
There will be a focus on QIPP programme going forward.  It is anticipated that 
FSEG meetings will start early 2017 and therefore feedback can be reported into 
the March Audit and Risk Committee. 
 
Action:  KHu to send Alyson Williams the Terms of Reference for the FSEG. 
 
Detailed financial planning 
Credibility and stretch, STCCG self-assessment is moderate.  Stretch targets for 
QIPP will be essential in the next 2-5 years.  FSEG will hold the CCG to account.   
STCCG has used national and local benchmarking in setting some of the QIPP 
targets but there is a query around the level of deliverability of the QIPP 
programme, therefore this will be fully RAG rated and risk adjusted. 
 
Sufficiency of board reporting to manage overall financial position 
An informal meeting took place with the Audit and Risk Committee members to 
review the financial report.   The focus was the financial control assessment to see 
if there was anything that could be done to move STCCG’s reporting to a higher 
standard to get into the excellent category.  It was agreed that the financial report 
currently has got too much detail in it and it needs to be improved with more 
headlines etc. 
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Action: KHu to liaise with Caroline Bannon to see what may be different and 
also provide a summary sheet of the big issues. 
 
Action: Cameron Waddell to provide some examples of what other CCG’s 
have done. 
 
Governing Body ensures effective financial management 
It was highlighted that there is an issue about how frequently the Audit and Risk 
Committee reports to the Governing Body.   The Audit and Risk Committee was 
asked if they felt it was necessary to do all the things stated in the excellent box.  
The Audit and Risk Committee decided that they were comfortable to stick with 
the Good and also the changes to the finance report are flagged in time with 
completion for actions. 
 
Cameron Waddell, Partner and Engagement Lead, Mazars made an observation 
highlighting NHS England and their capability reviews.  The key thing that 
Cameron recommended the committee to do is to form a separate Finance 
Committee. 
 
CW acknowledged that the new FSEG would count as a finance committee 
subject to a Lay Member being on the committee. It would be seen as a sensible 
way forward.  
 
Action:    KHu to invite a Lay Member to join the FSEG. 

 
2016/68 Internal Audit update/ progress 
  Since the Audit and Risk Committee meeting of 13th September 2016, AuditOne  
  has issued the following two final reports: 
 

• Better Care Fund 
• Primary Care Joint Commissioning 
 
Both reports gave substantial assurance.  There are no significant issues. 
 
Mental Health Audit 

  Audit One highlighted that they are finding it difficult getting hold of a key contact,  
who works 2 days a week and is very busy. 
 
The Committee voiced their concern about having two high priority actions  
in compliance with the Mental Health Act. 
 
Action:  KHu to speak to Dr Gordon. 
 
Action:  Audit One will be provide KHu with a draft audit plan for the next 3 
years so that KHu can present this to the Executive Team in January 2017 
for their comments.  Audit One will bring the draft audit plan to the Audit and 
Rick Committee meeting in March 2017 for approval. 
 
 

  Following the Audit One re-organisation Alyson Williams announced that she has  
  been appointed as the Group Internal Audit Manager for the CCG’s. 
 

The Committee congratulated Alyson Williams on her new role.   
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2016/69 External Audit – Progress report  

Several staff from Mazars attended the annual NHS accounts workshop that was 
held in November.  This workshop ensured Mazars is up to date with the latest 
developments. 
 
Mazars is aiming to get Audit strategy memorandum plan to the next Audit and 
Risk Committee meeting.  At this stage Mazars anticipate that the risks that will be 
reported will be broadly similar to last year, with the potential exception of QIPP, 
recognising the risk around financial sustainability.  Mazars will need to 
understand better the arrangements that CCG is putting in place. 
 
Mazars highlighted that they have changed their approach for materiality for NHS 
clients.  Previously 1% has always been used for materiality.  A comparison 
across all the other firms that operate across the NHS shows their approach 
seems to be generally across 1 and 2 %.  Mazars has moved their approach to be 
consistent with them. 

 
  Accounts workshops for CCG and NECS staff begin in February 2017.  There will  
  be a session around STP in January 2017 around accounting for collaboration. 
 
  Cameron Waddell and Cathie Eddowes leave the meeting. 
 
2016/67 External Audit update – Procurement 

The new established Auditor Panel meeting will review the Recommended Bidder 
report that has come about as a result of the recent procurement exercise for the 
appointment of external auditors to the CCG with affect from April 2017. South 
Tyneside CCG has worked in collaboration with North Tyneside and 
Northumberland on this procurement.  The recommended Bidder will go to the 
Auditor Panel for approval. 

     
2016/70 Any other business  
   
  Audit One highlighted to the Committee that following the NHS England accounts  

 meetings which were held last week, it has become clear that the draft ‘Head of 
Audit Opinion’ is now due on 17th March 2017. 

 
Action:  Alyson Williams to bring to the next Audit and Risk Committee 
meeting a draft of the ‘Head of Audit Opinion’ as the formal document may 
not be ready. 
 

   
Date and time of next meeting 
 
 
Date: 7th March 2017 
Time: 09.00 – 11.00,  
Venue: Meeting Room 1, Monkton hall.  Jarrow. 
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Enclosure 14 
Agenda Item 2016/136 
 
 

Auditor Panel  
 

Tuesday 6th December 2016 
10:30 – 11:00 

 
Meeting Room 1, Monkton Hall 

 
 
Present: 
Paul Morgan Lay Member and Chair, STCCG   PM 
Kate Hudson    Chief Finance Officer, STCCG   KHu 
Stephen Clark    Lay Member and Deputy Chair, STCCG  SC 
Jeff Gosling    Lay Member, STCCG    JG 
 
 
In Attendance: 
Sinead Walker Governance Officer /minutes, NECS  SW 
Andy Sutton New Governance Officer, STCCG  AS 
 
 
2016/01 Welcome and Introductions 

All members were welcomed to the newly established Auditor Panel meeting.  
 

  Apologies for Absence 
No apologies for absence. 
 

2016/02 Declarations of Interest 
No declarations of interest were raised at the meeting. 
 
 

2016/03 External Auditor Procurement – Recommended Bidder Report 
KHu reminded the group that STCCG entered into a joint procurement with 
Northumberland CCG and North Tyneside CCG.   
Four bidders responded to the tender process to deliver a comprehensive External 
Audit service to NHS South Tyneside CCG.  All three CCG organisations scored 
the bidders separately. 
 
Following the tender evaluation process a consensus meeting took place on 
Friday 2nd December 2016.  The CCG’s looked at all the scores that they had all 
submitted and all three CCG’s agreed a consistent score.  Presentations were 
also received from the four bidders.  The presentations were only worth 5% of the 
overall evaluation score.   
 
 
 
Evaluation 
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The Recommended Bidder Report by Michael Robson, Procurement Officer for 
NECS provides a summary of the outcome of the evaluation with regards to each 
of the questions: 
 
 
Question 

 
Weighting 
(%) 
 

 
Bidder 1 
% Score 

 
Bidder 2 
% Score 

 
Bidder 3 
%Score 

 
Bidder 4 
% Score 

EX01 8 6.00 8.00 4.00 4.00 
EX02 8 4.00 6.00 6.00 4.00 
EX03 9 4.50 9.00 4.50 4.50 
QA1 5 3.75 3.75 2.50 2.50 
QA2 5 3.75 3.75 3.75 2.50 
QA3 20 15.00 15.00 15.00 10.00 
CO01 5 3.75 3.75 3.75 2.50 
CO02 5 2.50 3.75 3.75 2.50 
Presentation 5 3.75 5.00 3.75 2.50 
Quality Total 70 47 58 47 35 
Finance 30 30 30 25 19 

OVERALL 
TOTAL 

 
100 

 

 
77 

 
88 

 
72 

 
54 

  
The bidder that passed each stage of the process and scored the highest 
consensus mark is proposed to the Audit Panel as the recommended bidder. 
 
In terms of ‘Quality’, Bidder 2 was the highest scorer and in terms of ‘Finance’, 
Bidders 1 and 2 were equally scored.    
 
Questions 
The following questions were identified as Red Flag questions, which required 
bidders to score a minimum of 50% to ensure their bid was compliant with the 
quality thresholds: 
 
•  EX03: Please provide a statement which details your view of the challenges 

the NHS faces over the next 5 years.  Your answer should include your 
organisations approach to these challenges and how you will ensure the CCG 
compliance in the face of these challenges. 

 
Looking at the evaluation criteria Bidder 2 delivered a response to question EX03 
and answered this particularly well.   
• QA3: The presentation was also included in this question.  It provided the 

Evaluation Panel with the opportunity to further understand a Bidder’s 
approach to the service.  This question focused on bidders providing details of 
their proposed approach to planning, providing and managing an external audit 
service, including arrangements for planning the audit work, delivering how the 
service is customised response in aligned to the key risks for the CCG.  The 
Bidders were asked how they would control, monitor and review audit work.  
Also what processes they would employ to raise issues of concern, resolve 
accounting and how they would report issues and what steps they would take 
to ensure client satisfaction.  Bidders were also asked how they would liaise 
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with the CCG’s Finance teams and external stakeholders including the Audit 
Committee. 
 

It was noted that the presentations from the four Bidders were very mixed in 
quality. 
 
Recommendations 
The Auditor Panel was advised on the outcome of the tender evaluation for the 
External Audit service.   It is recommended that NHS South Tyneside CCG Auditor 
Panel approve Bidder 2 as the recommended bidder as their submission was the 
most economically advantageous tender received. 
 
The Auditor Panel was happy to endorse the approval for Bidder 2 and 
award the contract to them for External Audit service. 
 
Next Steps 
Northumberland CCG and North Tyneside CCG will seek approval within their 
Auditor Panel this week for appointment of Bidder 2. 
 
By 31st December 2016 CCG’s need to have appointed external auditors for the 
2017/18 financial year onwards.  A letter will go to the preferred provider by 31st 
December 2016 to fit in with the national timeline and appointment of auditors.  
 
Action: SW to send KHu minutes from this meeting. 
 
Action:  KHu to forward the minutes to Michael Robson, NECS Procurement 
Officer so that he formally has a record of the Auditor Panel’s agreement. 
 
Michael Robson will require Northumberland CCG and North Tyneside CCG’s 
responses from their Auditor Panel Meetings and then Michael will inform all three 
CCG organisations in writing. 

 
2016/04 Any other Business 
  No other business was raised at the meeting. 
 
 
  Date of next of next meeting is to be confirmed. 



Governing Body Committee  
Draft Cycle of Business 2017 - 2018 

Governing Body Committee Meeting - 2017/2018 Draft Cycle of Business – Version 1 

 
Standing items 
 

 

25 
May 
2016 

 

27 
Jul 

2016 

 

28 
Sept 
2016 

 

23 
Nov 
2016 

 

25 
Jan 
2017 

 

22 
Mar 
2017 

Quality (Jeanette Scott-Thomas)       
• Safeguarding Annual report       
• Quality and Patient safety Committee annual review of effectiveness and terms of 

reference       

• Key Assurance and Risk Report from Quality and Patient Safety Committee        
• CCG’s 2016/17 complaints annual report       
Performance (Christine Briggs)       
• Performance Report       
Finance (Kate Hudson)       
• Finance Monitoring Report       
• Review of Audit Committee Work Plan       
• Annual review of Financial Scheme of delegation        
• Draft Annual Budget        
Commissioning Business (Christine Briggs)       
• System Resilience Planning & Reporting       
• Planning and Commissioning Intentions round 2017/2018       
• EPRR Standard Improvement Plan       
• Primary Care Co-commissioning moving to Level 3 – initial review       
• Acute Hub update       
• End of Life care strategy update (Jon Tose and CB)       
• Clinical Service Review Update (Patrick Garner)             
• Learning Disabilities Transformation Plan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Partnership       
• Public Health and Health and Wellbeing Board Update (Amanda Healy)       
• Children, Adults and Health (John Pearce)       

Agenda Item 2016/137 

Enclosure 15 
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Governing Body Committee Meeting - 2017/2018 Draft Cycle of Business – Version 1 

Standing items 
  

25 
May 
2016 

 

27 
Jul 

2016 

 

28 
Sept 
2016 

 

23 
Nov 
2016 

 

25 
Jan 
2017 

 

22 
Mar 
2017 

• Section 75 Agreement for Better care Fund (Christine Briggs/Kate Hudson)       
Governance       
• Risk Register Review (Christine Briggs)        
• OD Plan review (Christine Briggs)       
• Communications and Engagement Strategy Review (Helen Ruffell)       
• Annual review of constitution 

-   Standards of Business Conduct & Declarations of Interest (Annual Review) 
-   Register of Interest review  
-   Sealing of documents 
-   Business Continuity Plan 

      

• Governing Body Assurance Framework (Keith Haynes)       
• CCG Annual General meeting        
Sub-committee minutes       
• Council of Practice       
• Executive Committee       
• Quality and Patient Safety Committee        
• Audit and Risk Committee       

• Remuneration Committee meeting             
Additional items  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
• STCCG Annual Report       

• Annual review of Quality Strategy for the QPSC             
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